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Thank YDU... 
Alumni Services, for your generous donation...Professor Satterlee, for giving me this 
opportunity and for your guidance...Dan Jordan, for your work in making posters and 
making this booLThe staff, for putting up with my inexperience and working harder than 
one credit hour deserves...Ben Friedberg, for your help when I was giving up...Mom, Adam, 
Buck, Steve, Anna and Sara, for your constant encouragement.,.The Taylor community, for 
loving the arts and the written word...My God, the Living Word 
Note: I apologize to all of the artists whose work was not included in this issue. Due to 
some technical problems, many of the pictures taken of the artwork were lost. Also, my 
apologies to the artists whose work was in color, since our budget prevented an accurate 
representation of your work. 
The Writer's Calling: A Conversation with John Leax 
(Edited by Tham Satterlee) 
Introduction: 
In spring, 20DI, the English Department invited pnet, novelist, and essayist John Leax to 
the TU-Upland campus. As part of his visit, Leax met with students from my Poetry Writ­
ing and Fiction Writing classes. Other student writers also joined us. For ao hour and a 
half, we discussed a range of issues that included career, calling, audience, censorship, 
self-doubt, and artistic standards. What follows is ao edited transcript of our conversa-
tioo. -Thorn Satterlee 
Thorn Satterlee: Some other people have come in. Welcome. We are goiog to have a 
discussion for the next hour or so. The general topic I want us to discuss is the differ­
ences between writing as a vocation and writing as a career. I want you to feel free to 
both ask questions and contribute comments. Now, Jack, when I was your student at 
Houghton we had conversations in which you distinguished between career and vocation. 
Can you make that distinction again? How do you see the two as different? 
John Leax: I can try. I doo't know if I can make the same distinction as I made then. But, 
vocation has to do with calling. It's related to your gifts, the abilities that you have, the 
things that have been given to you in terms of your own education, the possibilities that 
come out of that, and the calling to be responsible to those gifts. I think being responsi­
ble to the gifts has very little to do with any kind of measurable success. YDU can be re­
sponsible to your gifts aod be very obscure. Career may go aloog with vocatioo or it may 
be totally alien to it. It may compromise vocation. For example, you have a calling to be a 
writer. You have a lot of choices to make: where you study, what you write, genre, how 
you present yourself to the world, aod so on. You cao look at the literary world and the 
kinds of decisions that will lead to some kind of success: you can build a very good ca­
reer. But io doing that you may compromise the person that you are called to be. The 
two may go hand in haod-they do not oecessarily go haod io hand. The difficulty comes 
when one shifts one's attention from the calling (the responsibility to the gifts) to the 
rewards (the measurable rewards of a successful career). So, they can go hand in hand: 
one can undermine the other. It cao be a terrible error to seek a career before one 
seeks to be responsible to the calling. It can also be an error not to pay attentioo to ca­
reer, because your calling may require you to take certain kinds of risks, to be in certain 
kinds of places. So, it's not an easy thing to sort out, but I think there is a distinction and 
I think we have a primary responsibility to the issues of vocation. 
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Brendan Lee: Aren't they mutually exclusive? Can you bang out same mysteries far 
money, and then write what's really important? 
John Leax: Not always. Let me tell you a story. How many of you are familiar with 
Freddy Krueger? I went to school with Wes Craven. Wes Craven was a senior when I was 
a sophomore and gave me some very good advice about learning to write. He told me to 
stay out of writing classes; he said they'll just impose their style on you. [Laughs] Wes 
Craven was a philosophy major and Wes Craven was making movies so he could afford to 
do his serious work. I haven't seen the serious work yet. There is a dilemma that the 
kind of success you have leads to the next work and you can get into a bind. A lot of seri­
ous writers write mysteries; they may even say they crank them out. C. Day Lewis, Brit­
ish poet, wrote a whole series of mysteries under than name Nicolas Blake. Dorothy 
Bayers, another serious writer, wrote mysteries. G.K. Chesterton wrote mysteries. So, 
the vocation doesn't necessarily stand against popular work; it doesn't stand against suc­
cess. It has to do more with what one is seeking out of what one is doing. I can conceive 
of a vocation to write mysteries, not romance novels, mysteries. 
Bethany Warning: I'm just wondering how you went through college and then got where 
you are now. How did you become successful? 
John Leax: Well, I don't know if I have. [Laughs] When I was in college I never dreamed 
that I would have to have a career—I was going to be a writer. I was very fortunate. 
When I was an undergraduate I got married to a very cool woman who was willing to 
work. She put me through my last year of college and through graduate school. And I'm 
still with her, unlike doctors who marry nurses. But we never thought about it. We were 
just committed to being a writer-very foolish. 
Thorn Satterlee: Was there a specific time when you thought tD yourself, "I agoing to 
be a writer"? 
John Leax: My junior year in college I dropped out of school and I worked as a laborer 
for a year loading and unloading trailer trucks by hand. About halfway through that year, 
the men I was working with, they kept telling me, "You don't want to be doing this when 
you're fifty, you gotta get out of this." I knew that somewhere along the way I was going 
to have to make a choice. I couldn't do that forever, although I was quite content to be 
doing it at the time. I had an uncle who came tD me and offered me a job. He was working 
with an architect on industrial design. This was IBG3 - E4 and he offered me a starting 
salary of SID.DOD, which was pretty handsome at that time. I could have done very well 
at that point, so I had tD make a choice-take that job, keep doing the stuff I was doing or 
go back ta school. And at that point I said, "No, I want to be a writer." So I turned the job 
down and went back to school. When I eventually started teaching I started at $5,400, 
So, it costs, but I've never regretted it. 
Jamie Vinson: Did you ever doubt your calling? 
John Leax: Oh yeah, last week. [Laughs] I think that's part of it. One of the essays in my 
book Grace is Where / Live talks about a time when I was about ten years into teaching, 
and really looking at this issue of calling. I had a long period of examination trying to de­
cide whether I should leave teaching and go into ministry. I stayed in the writing and 
teaching. I would have been terrible in the ministry. 
Thorn Satterlee: Writers like C. S. Lewis and Madeline L'Engele seem to have worked out 
theories for what it means to them tD be Christian writers. Do you have a set of ideas 
that helps yuu explain the connection between your faith and the writing? 
John Leax: I think I would agree with Lewis and L'Engele that there is an incarnational 
foundation for my work as a writer; I think that's crucial and it's become a foundation for 
my thinking about being in the world. Now in terms of how does one consciously inte­
grate being a Christian and being a writer: when I sit down to write in front of the page, 
that never comes into my mind at all. The integration comes I think long before that and I 
think if you're attempting to do the integration in the act of writing, you're probably going 
to mess it up—you're probably going to preach. I think that before you are a writer you 
are a person and the writing comes out of that person and the relationships with other 
people and the rest of the creation and the Lord. And when you express that, you express 
the integration you have achieved in your life as a person. I think that's the only integra­
tion you can express. So that if you are a Christian you are going to be a Christian 
writer, unless you are in some sense absolutely denying the core of your being. I don't 
think you can escape it. In fact, I often shock myself when I write a piece and discover 
how Christian it is, because I don't think myself as the local saint. I think of myself as 
largely just hanging on to faith by my fingernails. Then you write this thing and all of the 
sudden you say, "Hey, Jesus does love me. And I love him. Wow, that's even mare sur­
prising." So you discover that integration. It doesn't occur in the act of writing. 
Lauren Laskowski: Do you see a set line for what Christians can write? We have kind of 
been discussing this in our fiction class, whether to let your characters "romp," as you 
said in Grace is Where I Live. Is there some kind of standard you consciously set for 
yourself where you say, "Well, I'll let them go this far"? 
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John Leax: No, but there's another factor that enters in there. There is no set line at 
which a character could not do something. There are things I'm not interested in charac­
ters doing, though—there are things I'm not interested in writing about. So, my interest 
is going to exclude certain things. There is also the line of my own comfort zone of what I 
like to read. It's not a philosophical line. It's a personal line. The other thing that occurs 
is I think I have a certain responsibility to my audience and my community. Not so much 
to be controlled by their comfort zones, but to understand it and tD want them to be able 
to hear me, and certain kinds of scenes would break that trust I have with my audience. 
Not subject matter, but scene. Now, Madeline L'Engele, most of you probably know her 
children's novels. Do you know her adult novels? No? Well, Madeline can be very, very 
explicit. She will deal with anything and argue that that is the Christian's right to do so. 
And I think she is right to argue that, but it's not necessarily right for every Christian 
writer to do that. One doesn't have to do that. It depends on your calling, your under­
standing of the community you write from, the community you write to, what are you try­
ing tD do, what are you trying to achieve? 
Jill Nalywaiko: What do you see as your community or your market? Who are you writ­
ing for? Are they mostly Evangelicals or does it spread out a little farther than that? 
John Leax: That's an interesting guestion. I've been very fortunate. I have never had to 
write anything that I didn't want to write and I've been able to be pretty casual about the 
question of audience in the act of writing. For myself I have a kind of fictive audience. I 
have a group of people in my imagination that I write to. I should probably broaden it a 
bit-and I'm not going to tell you who it is. They are people who influenced me as I grew 
up and whose opinions I value; some of them are literary; some of them are not. So, 
that's the group I write to be understood by. But I am also aware that my publishers sell 
within that Evangelical community, and I live within that kind of a community, so that be­
comes a factor in the audience. When the manuscript is done we will sometimes look at 
things in terms of this audience they want to market to, but I have never been asked to 
make a change that I didn't make voluntarily. 
Thnm Satterlee: Haven't some of your books gotten you into trouble? 
John Leax: Dh yeah, I get thrown out of Christian bookstores. 
Thorn Satterlee: With your novel Nightwatch? 
John Leax: With N/ghtwatchwA Country Labors. 
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Thorn Satterlee: Oh, "Burning." There's a poem in his collection CountryLabnrstoA has 
language that might seem inappropriate. So, they stopped selling it altogether? 
John Leax: Yep. shipped them all back. [Laughs] 
Thorn Satterlee: Have you gotten used to that? I guess I would be infuriated. 
John Leax: I laughl 
Jill Nalywaiko: How do you go about choosing a publisher? Is it better to choose a 
Christian over a secolar one? How did you decide that? 
John Leax: I never made a choice. My first book was published by Harold Shaw. Some of 
you may know Luci Shaw, the poet. Luci is a friend of mine, and when I was working on 
my first manuscript I sent it to her to read as a friend and her husband, who owned the 
publishing house, read the manuscript and he said, "Can I do your book?" And I said, 
"Sure." And suddenly I was a Christian writer. Then I went ten years without publishing a 
book and I was sending manuscripts all over the place. Then a friend of mine that I had 
worked for at Christianity TodaymnX to Zondervan as an acquisitions editor. She called 
me up and said, "I'm an acquisitions editor at Zondervan, what are you doing that we 
want?" I said, "What do you want, I'll do it." That led to the discussions that produced the 
journal In Season and Out and then the poetry with it. Dnce you are, this is a difficult 
thing to deal with, once you are branded as a Christian writer you're stuck with it. You 
can start in the secular market and make a transition into the Christian market; Madeline 
L'Engele maintains that. It's very, very difficult to move in the other direction. It's a bur­
den in a way. If you're going to publish with Christian publishers make sure that's what 
you want because you'll be absolutely starting over. It won't stand you any good to move 
to New York. 
Thorn Satterlee: Did you know how important that choice was when you made it? 
John Leax: No, I had no idea. And it grew simply out of the contacts that I had made be­
cause of the associations with the college. 
Sarah Hinkle: Would you say that you regret it at all? 
John Leax: That's a very interesting question. Professor Satterlee and I have been talk­
ing about that. Most of the time, no. There are times, however, when I would like to have 
a different kind of acclaim, a different kind of reputation, and I get a little grouchy. I think 
I have done the right thing for me. I would not tell any student to do exactly what I have 
done and I would explain what it means to do what I've done. And I'm glad. It's been very 
good for my particular circumstances in my life, but I'm not sure that I should tell other 
people what was right for me is right for them. 
Bill Green: Do you think that someone who is branded as a Christian writer gets a fair 
reading in the secular market? 
John Leax: I think for the most part they're not even going to get read. Maybe Tim La-
Haye and Jerry Jenkins are getting contracts, but they're not getting reviews, they're not 
getting written about (I don't think they care). So, I guess the answer is no. But on the 
other hand, there are a lot of very good Christian writers functioning in the literary world 
right now: Scott Cairnes, Paul Marian, Robert Siegel, Andrew Hudgins, Doris Betts-we 
could go on down the list-who are getting reviewed, who are getting serious attention, 
and they are Christian and there are Christian themes in their work. But they aren't la­
beled that way because of their associations academically. 
Bill Green: To go along with that, what do you think of contemporary Christian writing? 
John Leax: I think there is some wonderful stuff out there. You can go into a Christian 
bookstore and you'll find good work by Walter Wangerin, Virginia Stem Owens, Luci Shaw. 
I think there is some good work floating around in there and it's worth noting. I think we 
need to discover what that is and honor those people. I think there is also a lot of bilge 
that is obscuring it. 
Thorn Satterlee: I think we need a Christian publishing house that really concentrates on 
quality. 
John Leax: My theory is that every Christian publishing house should adopt one poet. If 
all these houses, with all of their spiritual self-help books and so on had one poet and one 
fiction writer it wouldn't hurt them. They could do it, they could be out there, it could 
build audience. It would be interesting. 
Brendan Lee: They would probably have to publish more of the bilge just to keep the pub­
lishing house afloat. 
Them Satterlee: Not necessarily. I worked for a small poetry press once. It was a secu­
lar press, a very good one. They didn't make much money off of their sales. They had 
rich people donate money and they wrote for grants from places like the National Endow-
merit of the Arts. They used those sources for funding, and they published just what they 
thought was the very finest. I don't know if anyone in the Christian community has 
thought of making a publishing house like that. 
Brendan Lee: Were there ever any Christian authors who tried to write under a pen 
name just to get published in the secular world? 
Thom Satterlee and John Leax: [ Together] They're still hiding. 
John Leax: Stephen King is really Tim LaHaye. And Tim LaHaye is really Wes Craven. 
This is an interesting question here when you deal with quality. Publishing is a business. 
They have to make money and they have to function in the realm of mass culture. The 
literary arts are by definition elitists. That does not mean that good things cannot have a 
wide response of popularity, but if often means that the good work makes demands on 
people that the readers aren't going to give the writer. A writer competes with popular 
music, film, magazines, newspapers, television, easy reading (things that you can read in 
your sleep and understand). And it's very hard to produce a work that is going to demand 
the attention and the thoughtfulness of the reader and to make money on that. It's just a 
difficult thing to balance. Living in a mass culture, and one that is so huge as the United 
States, they tend to McDonaldize everything in. 
Jill Nalywaiko: I'm wondering about this term "bilge" that you talked about. I know that 
there is bad literature in the Christian realm and there's also bad literature in the secu­
lar realm, but I was wondering how you would define that. I was also thinking of Oprah's 
Book Club. Would those books be placed a little higher than bilge? 
Thom Satterlee: We're defining bilge, huh? 
John Leax: Well, you know what bilge is. My daughter and son-in-law live on a sailboat 
and they are currently making a trip around the world. They are about to leave from 
Mexico for the South Seas next week. Bilge is what is down underneath everything at the 
bottom of the boat that stinks. It's a careless term. And it comes out of an elitism. We 
have to be very careful how we use that word and how we treat literature. The literature 
that I think is bad is the literature that is simply deliberately sloppy and dishonest and 
that works for effect, that manipulates. 
Now, there's a lot of bad literature that I respect. There was a woman at a little country 
church that I used to go to-Aunt Lucy Vauss. Aunt Lucy Vauss lived to be BG and just 
before she died all of her friends put together a book of her poetry. Well, from the time 
Aunt Lucy was 18 years aid, she would put a poem in the church bulletin every Sunday. 
Aunt Lucy couldn't write a poem to save herself, but she didn't need to save herself, Je­
sus had already done that. And these poems were the way she expressed how much she 
cared about things. They weren't very good, but they were honest and we need to re­
spect Aunt Lucy. Now, I'm not going to put them in an anthology or teach them in class, 
but it would be terribly wrong to be nasty to Aunt Lucy. Now somebody who rips off a 
dishonest novel for the sake of money we should be very nasty to. Somebody who jerks 
you though all sorts of heart-wrenching experiences that aren't honest, that are semi-
pornographic, that are violent—that person should be shot. 
Sarah Hinkle: How much responsibility is placed on the writer versus the publishing 
house versus the consumer in the bilge that you talk about? How do we go about chang­
ing that so consumers want better products so publishing houses want better writers so 
that writers want to publish their work with Christian publishers? 
John Laax: I think that first, it's not a Christian problem-it's a cultural problem and it's 
the same problem that secular publishers are facing in terms of the quality. I have never 
met an editor in a Christian publishing house that did not want to do better books than 
they're doing. I have never met a marketing person in a Christian publishing house that 
did not want to sell more books; that's a tension that you have to live with. I've lost the 
end of your question. Your question was more profound than my answer. 
US: I guess, kind of rephrasing it based on your answer, is it the consumer's responsibil­
ity? How do we raise the bar so that the consumers want the quality writing so that the 
marketers and editors want the same thing? 
John Leax: I wish I knew. I know how to lower the bar, that's easy. How do you raise the 
bar? Maybe the way to go at that is for you to raise your bar and not worry about any­
body else. Turn off your television. Require yourself to read books that challenge you. 
There are going to be times you are tired and don't want to be challenged; that's human. 
Don't punish yourself, but make sure that even when you're tired and looking for enter­
tainment you choose a quality work and just keep raising your own bar. Support good 
writers; buy their books. If everybody does it, it will work out, but if you simply absence 
yourself and not buy the bad that will not necessarily result in the good. You have to buy 
it and you have to read it and tell your friends about it. That is the only way I think you 
can raise the bar. It's partly your job to raise the bar, which will allow marketers and 
editors to do more. 
END 
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' Many students helped me prepare this manuscript. I wish to thank Rob Morris, who 
videotaped and later transcribed the class discussion; students in my fall 20DI Poetry 
Writing class at TUFW and students in my fall 2001 Advanced Writers Workshop at TU-
Upland who suggested changes and deletions and generally helped me focus the tran­
script around issues of shared concern; and, finally, the students who allowed me to in­
clude their names and words in the transcript. I appreciate their help. 
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Charles DeBord 
Watching the Sunset 
I sat next to a man with nn eyes. 
In his lap lay an open baok. Absently 
He flicked at the pages. I cnuld 
See his fingers covered in printer's ink, swabbing the 
Paper and obscuring the printed words 
With his own 
Designs. 
I asked him what he thought. 
This machine, said No-Eyes as he 
Thumped the text with his index, 
His mouth a crack of condescension, 
Refuses to wnrk for me. It needs constant 
Greasing. His face settled into the resolute 
Tension of one who operates a pencil sharpener 
Only to hear the noise. 
The world turned away from the last falling light. 
No-Eyes never noticed; he shook his head and smiled 
In editorial satisfaction as he turned the page. 
Second Place Fiction 
Brendan Lee 
And Maybe 
Dk. 
•K! 
Maybe there's this woman, and she's really old, right? And every night she 
dreams of her dead husband, who died in World War II and said that he'd always come 
back to her. And then, one day, she gets this mysterious invitation to come to a party, but 
when she goes to the place where the party's supposed to be there's nobody there. And 
then she dies of grief, and it turns out that the party's in Heaven, and her dead husband's 
waiting for her there. Wouldn't that be great? 
That twist at the end, there - it's like a little curve ball, or something. 
A curve ball for the mind. 
Dr maybe something about suicide, and how it affects people. Like, there could 
be this kid who gets a pocket knife from his dad, who's a really abusive alcoholic, and then 
the kid kills himself with it, because his dad's a really abusive alcoholic, and then after 
he's dead the dad comes in and weeps over the body of his son. And then he reads the 
engraving on the pocket knife, and it reads "To Billy [note: kidmust ba namedBilly!)- I 
Love You, Son." And then the father cries, because all he wanted was his son to love him. 
That could be good. When they workshopped my last story-thing, they said I 
needed to express more of a human side. Suicide is way human. 
Wait! 
•oh! 
Maybe something where a man makes a mistake - this huge, fatal mistake that 
dooms everybody. Like, he's the one who fixes the elevators in this tall building, but he's 
really lazy and does a bad job, and when his boss calls him up to his office to fire him he 
takes the elevator which breaks and he falls to his death. 
Very D. Henry, that. And it's got a good message about diligence, etc. 
Yeah. 
You know, this is hard, this writing business. 
Hey! 
Something about that, maybe! 
Something about how writing things is very, very hard, and how it's really hard 
to come up with good ideas and express them well. Like, there could be a man who writes 
stories all his life, but people don't like them very much, and when he tries to sell them to 
people, they won't pay him anything - not even a dollar. And then he goes all crazy and 
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ends up in a  l i t t le  cel l  in  a  madhouse in. . .oh,  I don ' t  know, London.  And then he wri tes  his  
s tor ies  on the wal ls  of  h is  cel l ,  and then a  l i terary cr i t ic  ends up seeing them somehow, 
and it turns out that all the stories are incredibly brilliant. 
And maybe he ends up dead somehow. 
The wri ter ,  I mean.  Not  the  cr i t ic .  
Yeah.  
That ' l l  show 'em.  
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Emily K. Glass 
Affinity for Corners 
YDU have beBn wondering 
About the wallflowers: 
What became of them? 
There were prim ones and pale ones. 
Private ones too. 
There were walking overbites 
That found out every last corner 
Of the high school gym 
While you were dancing. 
While you were dancing, 
I remember, 
And tossing compliments over your shoulders, 
Only to gather them in again 
in equal numbers, 
While you were laughing 
With that charming, 
Raucous ease-
You were enjoying, 
in short. 
The sheer splendor of yourselves. 
But you have been thinking about the wallflowers-
The wallflowers who were burrowed 
In their corners all this while: 
Whatever were they doing 
when your backs were turned? 
Some, to be sure, 
Were paralyzed with envy, 
Some sleepy, some clannish. 
And some danced alone, 
Though they could not hear 
your rhythm. 
But, as for me: 
Having always bean fond of corners,  
I have had to find a  splendor of my own. 
I have wrought,  
I have wrung beauty 
from my neglected space.  
Come and see!  
It  is  muraled in peaches,  io pearls ,  
In possibi l i t ies:  
I t  is  hung with crimson tapestr ies  
And carpeted with spring grass.  
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Beth Werning 
Australian Letter 
I'll write an Australian latter 
ta the dingo or kangaroo 
that has lived in the outback fur ages 
but rarely had something to do. 
Save for hopping and biting and scratching 
and birthing a pup or two 
or eating tall grass and each other-
but with not much else to do. 
So I'll write an Australian letter 
and I'll send it off with ease 
for I'm sure that they'd love to get it 
even if they don't speak human-ese. 
The dingo would get nut his glasses 
and so would his friend kangaroo 
and they'd read the Australian letter 
that would give them something to do. 
Daniel Plate 
Lave Poem to My Sofa 
Hello, my love, my sofa, 
my screaming sofa, 
I've come for you. 
My solid death, 
my satin fiend, 
I've to hold you 
on my hack and dance 
the sofa dance with you, 
my dear, my 
heavy darling. 
The dark is here, 
my sweet, my midnight drink, 
so creak the four-leg-jig with me, 
my sleep. 
2G • I 
Second Place Poetry 
Aaron Wil l iamson 
Despite Copernicus, 
you are  my axis  -
the zero-zero-zero or igin a t  my center ,  
your  impossible  gravi ty  determining 
my yaw,  pi tch and rol l  on this  mad el l ipse that  takes  me sometimes far ,  
sometimes near ,  
but  never  close enough to  affect  
you in your  re t icence.  
You s t re tch pi  in to  inf ini ty  
and inf ini te ly  I spin,  
now in darkness ,  
now in br i l l iant  bl indness ,  
remembering that  once,  
when my eyes could see,  
you were beaut i ful .  
I B  
Abhineeta Lall 
Unconscious 
A dark winter sky 
Whispers a morning song. 
Stealing the perfect night's dream. 
A soft storm breathes, 
Breathes a deep secret. 
So soft and obscure. 
Yet so enchanting 
As it sweeps the lofty lands 
With its sweet encumbrance. 
Brian Moriarty 
Awakening 
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Krist in  Conn 
Rebirth Flame 
She was beaut i ful ,  g l immering 
Fiercely shining shimmering 
With a  sof t  golden l ight  
That  was fragi le  and f ine 
Falsely bel ieving she was one of  a  kind.  
But  under  the hammer 
She shat tered,  she s tammered 
Yet  her  gl i t ter ing shards  
Spawned another  desire  
Careful ly  burning with dul l ,  pale  f i re .  
Like a  phoenix she arose 
To f ight  back her  foes  
With black-r immed eyes 
Dark,  raven red l ips  
Hard-bi t ten nai ls  Dn her  f ingert ips .  
Confused metamorphosis  
Not  yet  f ree  from the chrysal is  
If  only a t  that  t ime she could have known 
The self  that  she detested desperately 
Would someday be the one to  set  her  f ree .  
!•••! 
James S. Spiegel 
Siman the Cat 
Simon the cat is neutered and fat. 
He lies around lazy, in limbo and flat 
In the hall and on stairs, tables and chairs. 
He has no work, worries, obligations or cares. 
Vet it is we who, in pity, are sad for the kitty, 
As we rosh about, half-crazed in the city: 
We think, "Poor Simon, his mind's unillumined." 
As he says to himself, "I'm glad I'm not human." 
StevE Smith 
Canvas Lung 
The choice was a pleasant one -
either way I'd dream, 
asleep or awake, it did not much matter. 
So I turned toward the window 
and folded myself 
into a canvas chair, 
putting off for now the 
cool comfort covers offered. 
A click, a rush, and the 
scent of cut grass 
pressed by, 
shoving head and haunches 
through the narrow 
opening -
wide-shouldered fragrance. 
I put my feet up on the sill 
slowly, 
one-two, 
lazily lifting 
against the sunlight's 
soft pressure. 
The wood was rough and firm, 
paint peeling in patches from 
its sunburned flanks, 
skinned, no doubt, 
as a child's knees -
perpetually. 
A breath of wind puffed against 
the screen, filled it like a sail, 
taut, then slowly 
died away. 
I could dream like this, forever, 
with no more thought 
than the pleasant pressure 
of the sun. 
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Lindsey Taylor  
Lick the moan 
I  t r ied  to  l ick  the  moon today,  most  days  
I t ry  but  cannot  reach,  warm crescent  soi l  
beyond my grasp;  forever  far  f rom tas te .  
I muster  s t rength  and ra l ly ,  muscles  tensed 
my blood and bi le  a re  seething,  hear t  i s  s t i l l  
then sent  a-beat ing,  lunging a t  the  moon.  
now nurs ing bloody tongue and crying,  safe  
to  say that  eyes  deceive ,  cut t ing  through my tongue 
and l ips ,  the  moon is  sharper  than perceived.  
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Rob Morris  
fine day 
i  t ear  this  page f rom 
my yel low legal  pad and wooder  
at  the senselessness  of  my thoughts  
yet  i record them 
perhaps i can sel l  them 
make mil l ions l ike bi l l  gates  
i t ' s  a l l  qui te  absurd 
ones and zeros  in code 
made the world orbi t  
i wi l l  spel l  out  my 
words inverse 
cont inue the theme 
and you wil l  buy my 
book and my senselessness  
wil l  order  your  world.  
Second Place Art 
Gabriel Rap 
Judgment 
!•••! 
Jamie Vinson 
Lunch nmney and Superheroes 
My namE is Mendel C. Smith. Mendel is for the famous geneticist who crossed 
the pea plants. C is for Christopher, but it might as well be "Carrots" since that's what 
color my hair is. Smith is because that was my daddy's last name. I live at 2ID0 Oak 
Street in a gray house with blue shutters and my mom's sculpture garden in the back­
yard. The house is right across from JFK Middle School where I'm in Ms. Freemont's fifth 
grade class. I have a 4.0 grade point average, allergies and freckles that cover my whole 
body. My mom says that a face without freckles is like a sky without stars, but I really 
don't believe her. I also have a dog named Skip and an archenemy named Brutus. 
Brutus' legal name is Tom, but everyone calls him Brutus because he's so big 
and mean. He's the biggest guy in the entire fifth grade and is so mean I think even Ms. 
Freemont is scared of him. "You old hag," he said to Ms. Freemont once and made her 
cry. He's real mean like that. My mom says that Brutus has a bad home life and so we 
should try to be extra nice to him, but I don't really believe her about that either. She 
doesn't know that I started pinning my lunch money in my underwear so that Brutus won't 
steal it. 
I'm not real sure yet if the whole hiding my money thing is a good one or not. 
Yesterday, for instance, I did get to eat lunch, but I also got a bloody nose. Brutus came 
up to me during morning recess. 
"You got something for me, Carrot Head?" His shadow fell across where I sat 
rocking a little on a swing. 
"Uh, my mom forgot to give me money this morning," I lied. My voice sounded 
weird in my own ears, sort of high pitched and strained, and my words ran into each 
other. 
"I'll bet she did." Brutus took a step closer and grabbed the metal chains of 
the swing in his fat hands. "Fork it over, punk." 
"Honest," I said, even squeakier. Some sweat dripped into one of my eyes and 
made it burn. Brutus didn't miss the blink. 
"You're going to cry, aren't you? Crying like a little girl." He shook his big 
shaggy head in disgust. "Well, I guess I'll just have to make sure you don't forget again." 
Before I knew what was happening, I was lying on my back in the wood chips 
with my nose throbbing. I felt my sticky face and then I really did cry, but just a little bit. 
That night at dinner my mom noticed that I wasn't eating her tofu stir-fry, 
which is usually my favorite, and asked if something was wrong. 
I shook my head and stabbed at the vegetables on my plate. Take that, Brutus. 
"Are you feeling okay?" Her hand was cool on my forehead. 
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"I'm fine, Mom. Brutus just picked un me a little today, that's all." I didn't want 
her to worry so I tried to sound tough, but my lip did a little quivering twitch thing that 
gave me away. I looked up into my mom's eyes and they were sad. "He punched me that's 
all." 
"YDU know, Mendel, it takes a bigger person to walk away from a fight," she 
said. I nodded even though in my head I saw myself sprawled on the playground, while 
Brutus, the much bigger person, walked away. "Was this about your lunch money again?" 
Mom asked in a tired voice. 
I nodded again. 
"Why don't you come home for lunch, honey? It's not as if we live very far 
away..." 
I gave her the look and she laughed. "I know, I know it's the principle of the 
thing. You are a very brave boy, Mendel C. Smith," she said waving her finger at me. 
That night I did my homework, helped Mom make bran muffins for her book club 
and watched Superman with Skip. I went to bed at exactly nine o'clock in order to get a 
full ten hours of sleep and I dreamed I was a superhero. 
Today is sunny and clear. As I walk tD school after a big bowl of Wheaties and 
two glasses of orange juice, I feel invincible. I am invincible. While I'm at my locker, 
Brutus walks up. I think "Can't he even wait until morning recess?" and then he pushes 
me up against the cold gray metal of the locker door. 
"You got it?" he sneers. 
And I snap. Once again, it's before I really know what's happening, but this time 
it is my hand flying out in a clenched fist. I yell "Pow!" comic book style and hit Brutus in 
the stomach with all my might and fury. I expect to break my wrist or for Brutus to just 
stand there and laugh, but instead he crumples. And I don't stop. Yelling "Bam!" and 
"Zap!" and "Boom!" I hit him again and again and again. I pick him up and throw him 
against the lockers, then kick his body as it slides down to the floor. I am invincible. Peo­
ple are calling my name and pulling me off Brutus, but I keep punching and yelling "Zam!" 
and "Kabonm!" I stop when I hear someone scream, "He's killing him! He's going to kill 
him!" because I don't want to kill anyone, not even Brutus. 
Brutus is lying on the floor of the tiled hallway and he is crying. His head is 
bleeding and his nose is bleeding and his knee is bleeding and his left eye is already swell­
ing up. He looks like a beached and blubbering whale, and I almost feel sorry for him. 
Almost, but not quite. I am too astonished by the sudden strength and power that flooded 
my scrawny fifth grade body. Maybe I really am a superhero, I think. But then I hear Ms. 
Freemont bellow, "To the principal's office, Mendel. NOW," and I am Mendel C. Smith once 
again. "Yes ma'am." Walking toward the office, I look back at Brutus still on the floor. 
The days of pinning my lunch money to my underwear are over. 
I sit in the main office a few minutes, waiting to see Mr. Harrison, the principal, 
still hardly believing that I actually beat someone up. My heart is pumping fast and my 
face feels hot. The secretary looks at me over her glasses and pinches her lips together. 
The phone rings, she picks it up, listens and nods me to the door. I think, "This whole 
thing is a dream," and go in to face the wrath of Mr. Harrison. 
But Mr. Harrison is not a very wrathful person. 
"Take a chair, Sonny," he says, "We've called your mother and she's on her 
way over." I obey, but don't really listen as Mr. Harrison begins to talk-he's saying 
something about the need for positive father figures in society today. All I can think 
about is Brutus and I'm starting to feel like I'm going to throw up those Wheaties I had for 
breakfast. I don't feel much like a champion anymore. I feel even less like a champion 
when my mom walks in the door. 
"Thanks for coming, Mrs. Smith," Mr. Harrison says as they shake hands. 
"It's Ms.," my mom says and then, "Oh Mendel, how could you?" I can almost 
see the swirlings of anger and disappointment and worry inside of her. She sits down 
next to me, but looks at Mr. Harrison. "Is Tom okay?" It takes me a minute to realize she 
means Brutus. 
"He's at the nurse's office, but I'm sure he'll be fine." He looks across the desk 
at me as if doubtful that I could do much damage. I sit up a little taller. "Now, while this 
is the first time Mendel has exhibited behavior of this type, I am concerned that..." Mr. 
Harrison starts going into the father figure speech again, but my mom will have none of 
it. 
"Excuse me, sir," she says icily, "but can we focus on what is to be done to 
remedy this problem between Mendel and Tom please?" 
An hour later, I come out of the office under the sentence of supervised activ­
ity time with Brutus, I mean Tom, once a week for the rest of the year. It's my mom's 
idea and she's pretty smug about it. "You will ask him over for dinner tonight," are her 
last words, leaving me no room to protest by walking off across the parking lot towards 
our house. The idea makes me wish I had left things as they were. I can go without lunch 
and am even willing to suffer a bloody nose or two. 
I think and kind of hope that Brutus will have gone home to nurse his wounds, 
but morning recess comes and there he is, sitting on the swing set where he had at­
tacked me the day before. I have no choice but to carry out my penance, praying he 
won't kill me. So, I walk up to him, clear my throat and say, "Uh, Tom?" 
He just keeps staring at the woodchips. Maybe he doesn't even remember his 
real name anymore. I try again and this time he looks up and the look in his eyes, or at 
least the one that is open, is like a soldier in a war movie when he knows they've been 
beat. I feel horrible, horrible enough to stammer out the required invitation to dinner and 
even a mumbled apology. I'm done with superheroes. 
Brutus/Tom looks surprised. His mouth flaps open. "I guess that's alright," he 
says.  HE'S quiet .  I 'm quiet .  
WE can pick you up a t  s ix .  I  think my mom has ynur  address ,"  I  f inal ly  manage.  
Then I walk away,  snmehnw feel ing a  l i t t le  bi t  bet ter  and a  l i t t le  bi t  ta l ler .  I have cheese 
pizza fur  lunch.  
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Corinne Michele  Taylor  
expensive words 
on sale  today 
this  marked down cordiform ventr ic le  
half-pr ice  for  al l  the  venery i t  can unravel  
on the menu tonight  
rage in exchange for  your  t ruth 
a  spoonful  of  d iamoods to  replace my repuls ion 
in your  cup 
sal ty  tears  digested putr id  fa te  
some lukewarm alcohol  specks of  insani ty  
Andrew Forrest 
I Look Elsewhere 
It is too painful tu look into your eyes. 
So I look elsewhere. 
Over at the banana leaves 
Sorrounded by a newly rolling fog 
That seems to ooderstand. 
On Occasion 
I'll look in them 
For a second 
Into ice eyes. 
It is not winter yet. 
Third Place Pnetry 
Lynne Ford 
The Black Dag 
Midnight creeps into her heart, soul and mind. 
The Black Dog, that's what Churchill said. 
She prays but can find 
nn way to escape the mounting dread. 
The Black Dog, that's what Churchill said. 
A faint bark. Did she imagine it? 
No way to escape the mounting dread. 
An unwelcome guest returning for a visit. 
A faint bark. Did she imagine it? 
No, the beast is on its way, 
An unwelcome guest returning for a visit. 
She cannot hold it at bay. 
The beast is on its way. 
She begs it not to come. 
She cannot hold it at bay. 
The terror has begun. 
She begs it not to come. 
It leaps the hedge of happy thoughts. 
The terror has begun. 
Ravaging her, it leaves her to rot. 
It leaps the hedge of happy thoughts. 
Will the torment never end? 
Ravaging her, it leaves her to rot. 
Next time he'll bring a friend. 
Will the torment never end? 
She would find 
next time he'll bring a friend. 
Midnight creeps into her heart, soul, and mind. 
Elaine Fr iedberg 
I'm a Girl - I Dveranalyza 
He plucked a  DC posy 
And held i t  nut  to  me,  
A randnm smile-
Dnn' t  read tno much intu this .  
St i l l  
I  save i t .  
Third Place Art 
Elizabeth Marx 
Abnormal Symmetry 
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Brandon Carl  
consider me 
t iptoe through 
the minefield 
my l ips  seal  
the burdens of  
your  broken past  
but  the  blast  
s t i l l  rocks my 
wounded soul  
piercing holes  
through the whole 
of  my hol iness  
your  crazy kiss  
s t i l l  ins is ts  
that  this  darkness  
wil l  fade to  day 
Joshua Chapman 
Rocky Mountain Thistle 
4G 
Kurt Morris 
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i will drive north 
•ver those nonexistent hills 
to your abode. 
Always through the most pristine weather. 
Weather to match your demeanor. Your magic. 
Through glory I will march towards your home. 
Tucked across that nonexistent line and through beautiful arrangements of colors, 
Brilliantly hued sunlight 
Or freshly fallen snow. 
Find you there. Waiting. 
Just forme. Always for me. 
Now I say goodbye. 
And now I bid you farewell. 
And we will part as two, not as one. 
Derek Shiels 
The Itch 
Holding...holding...holding 
I am resisting 
You're not going to win this time 
You have never lost, you say 
Ah don't get too cocky 
Or I will get my way 
Stay tDugh...stay tough 
There is more than one now 
Can't...give in 
I can do this! 
There's too many 
I can overcome! 
AHHHH...scratch, scratch 
^•11 
Ellen Miller 
I swear 
Better to be naked here 
With you 
Than to be many mountains beyond in the 
Arms of another god 
Another breath breathing mine 
For your name's sake I 
Leave all 
This behind to he naked here with you 
I won't be another Moses, winding down my days 
Never to see the promised land 
Slay me here in my Pride if so, my 
Death, and I swear to you 
With all the violence that I can muster 
Throwing till this arm breaks at you 
My love my stone-faced god 
Believing that you are 
More than the wind although silent 
Here I am bare barren and afraid 
And still, be still and know that I am 
God, it's better here than 
Anywhere anywhere anywhere 
!• 
Elaine Friedberg and Andrew Griffis 
Untitled 
A wooden nymph with graceful arms spread skyward, 
Uncaring stars throw off a faint white glow. 
They speak of times they don't remember, 
Songs unsung and IDVB untold. 
Eloquent in their violent silence, the echo of twisted perfection. 
This solitary tree holds the hope of future life, 
Shimmering stars wink at a promised light 
Defining the shadow of blind indifference. 
Each strains to color the charcoal smudge of sinful souls 
These bent and broken vessels worn by years, but still retain 
The shadow of retreating joy. 
First Place Art 
Kathryn Proto 
Anchored 
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Third Place Nonfictian 
Kristen Prillwitz 
The Island 
It bears the name Dry Lake for gnad reason: for spans of years at a time the 
lake will be transformed into a bowl of reeking muck several feet deep. I cannot remem­
ber how many times we have come, camping gear and canoe ready, only to find such a 
sight. Thankfully we are fortunate this time. As we glide over forests of lily pads, our 
paddles sink into the muck a mere three feet below the water's surface, seeking some 
conglomeration of lily pad roots for leverage. The shape of the island begins to distin­
guish itself from the far shore, and I cannot help but smile, feeling the influence of so 
many memories. 
"Just past the big rock there." 
"Here?" 
"Yeah, but watch the log sticking out on the right." 
Aluminum grates against the stone and muck mixture at the shoreline, and I 
slide my paddle under my seat and step out onto solid ground. I love the familiarity of 
this ritual: there may be a difference of thirteen years, but all the trappings of the adven­
ture are the same: the Grumman canoe older than either of us, the wooden paddles 
whose ends are splintering from use, even the ugly yellow life preservers that preserves 
the smell of night crawlers and fish more than anything else. I hold the canoe steady as 
A.J. climbs out, and we both drag it up until there is no danger of it floating away-a les­
son learned from experience. He leads up the steep but brief slope to the slightly domed 
top of the island. Here our steps are taken in absolute silence on years' worth of orangE 
needles fallen from the red pine canopy above. 
In my memory, the island is much larger than what I now see before me: years 
ago it was a whole world of its own. Twice every summer from age three to age eight, A. 
J., both our dads, and I came to this little island in the northern woods of Wisconsin to 
camp, fish, and revel in the outdoors. The Dads, as we corporately referred to them, 
were at two extreme ends of the social ladder, A.J.'s being a successful lawyer and mine 
a carpenter and pastor who lived from one paycheck to the next. But none of that mat­
tered on the island: there the possibilities of life were endless, and income did not count 
for anything compared to the ability to catch dinner. 
Standing here now, I close my eyes. The ring of stones for the fire lies just to 
my left, the faded forest green tent with its triangular form faces me ten yards back, and 
the reddish-brown trunks of the pines create immense, straight poles for our larger tent 
made of tree. I inhale the earthy fragrance of smoke and damp soil with the slight acidity 
of pine needles-a scent which will forever define serenity to me. Sonlight sifts lazily 
through the gaps between the trees, and a little boy with a brown bowl cut and a girl with 
whitish-blonde hair, both already covered in dirt and marshmallow residue, creep around 
the edge of the island, readying to make war on an invading army. 
"Stay down lower." 
"You're makin' too much noise!" 
" D D  you see them yet?" 
"No, but I think they might be coming this way." I led us through clumps of tag-
alder bushes and over fallen logs, skirting the shoreline of the island. Peering across the 
lake, hand shielding my eyes from the sun, I whispered back to A.J., "There they are! 
There must be hundreds crossing in canoes!" 
"There's nothing to do then but to keep them from landing," A.J. whispered 
back. 
"Wait for my signal-Get ready...Charge!" and the quiet summer afternoon was 
shattered with an explosion of water. The armies clashed in a fierce battle, and I sensed 
my socks were suddenly wet. My feet struggled against the suction of muck, but I only 
started sinking faster. It was a well-known fact between A.J. and me that muck behaved 
much the same way as quicksand, and a kid of our size could be swallowed up in a matter 
of seconds. I pulled with all my might and, with the aid of A. J., tumbled up onto the shore 
with one boot Dn one foot. There was no longer any invading force of hundred; the cries 
of battle melted into a cry of panic—my yellow Smurf bnDt stuck up in the muck just out 
of reach. The tattered warrior scrambled up the embankment, one sock squishing in the 
remaining boot and the other collecting dirt, crying for the Dads to rescue Papa Smurf 
from the muck. They were both willing sources of comfort and help, and the boot was 
retrieved easily. However, what remains clearly in my mind so many years later is the 
image of my yellow boot with Papa Smurf on the side, sticking up out of the dark brown 
muck, accompanied by the empty feeling of helplessness. Many of my experiences on the 
island invoked such a feeling, but perhaps that was an integral part of the island's magic 
for me. For every feeling of helplessness I experienced there, I had to but turn to Dad 
and everything would work out. 
I remember some of the mishaps we could often count on the Dads to fix in the 
realm of Dry Lake. If a fish swallowed our hook, if we dropped a paddle into the lake, or if 
some other crisis existed, such as the day A.J. ran straight into a gigantic beehive and 
was stung from head to foot, the Dads were there to reassure us that all was not lost. 
Likewise, my other most vivid memory of the island involves a night of sheer terror for 
me. We ended up going camping for the second time that year in September, even though 
the wind already had a biting chill to it. Snuggled tightly in the little red sleeping bag my 
mom sewed for me, with hat and mittens on and sandwiched between Dad and A.J., I slept 
easily for the first part of the night. A soft scraping was coming from the fabric of the 
tent ,  and i t  sounded suspiciously l ike nai ls  being run down the side.  Not only that ,  but  
something did not  look r ight  about  the l i t t le  bi t  of  l ight  coming from outside the tent;  i t  
wavered and danced in shadows,  but  I never cnuld quite  make out  a  solid shape.  Knowing 
the wildl ife  in the area fair ly well ,  I concluded a black bear  cub was producing the noise 
as  he pawed at  the tent .  For a  moment rel ief  calmed me; cubs are small  and harmless.  
Then I remembered that  essential  advice of the Northwoods:  never get  between a cub and 
i ts  mother.  I t ranslated this  into a  more general  command: never be anywhere near a 
cub because i ts  angry mother is  bound to be in the vicini ty.  Images of massive claws and 
never seeing my seventh bir thday f lashed in f ront  of  my eyes.  Soon the tent  seemed 
quite warm inside,  and I began to sweat  under my winter  hat .  This  ini t iated what  seemed 
like several  hours of tortured inner debate over whether to wake A.J.  and the Dads to 
warn them or s tay frozen in case making any movement would provoke an at tack by the 
mother bear .  Despair ing of an answer to this  quest ion,  I s i lent ly and cautiously sl id over 
in my sleeping bag unti l  I was cuddled with Dad as  much as  possible.  The noise and fl i t ­
t ing shadows persisted,  but  my new posit ion curled up with Dad provided me,  I knew, with 
complete safety and al lowed me to t rade my worried vigi l  for  sleep.  
When Dad f inal ly s t i rred in the morning,  I told him about  my experience during 
the night  and made him promise to look around outside for  any bears before I came out .  
Climbing out  of  the tent ,  he whispered back for  me to fol low. With a  smile,  he showed me 
my bear cub-i t  snowed during the night ,  and the snow had fal len on our tent  in clumps 
from the pine boughs above us,  creat ing the shadows and scraping noises.  Dver the fol­
lowing years,  Dad had the opportunity to explain away many more such "bears" in my life,  
but  not  al l  were as easy as this  one.  
Shaking my head to clear  my thoughts,  I g lance Dver at  A.J.  to  f ind him squat­
t ing next  o the f ire  pit ,  playing with a  few twigs and his  l ighter .  I s i t  down next  to him, 
knowing what  he is  thinking.  This  is land is  a  tangible representat ion of our childhood.  The 
problems we encountered here,  the helplessness we fel t ,  al l  had their  solut ions in the 
Dad.  I t  has not  been so simple in recent  years.  When A.J.  and I were eight  years old,  my 
family moved three hours away,  and though we have come back every summer to go 
camping at  various other  locat ions,  more has changed than has stayed the same.  A.J.  
and I,  once inseparable,  now, af ter  a  year  of col lege,  barely even know each other ,  and 
what  I do know of his  l i fe  deeply saddens me.  I want  to make him understand how much I 
care about  him and where I fear  the road he is  on wil l  take him, but  the real i ty is  that  we 
are two vast ly different  s tories with only a  common beginning.  I know this  is  the last  t ime 
we wil l  visi t  our is land-we have brought to i t  a  helplessness the Dads are powerless to 
solve,  thus the magic,  a t  least  in part ,  has been broken.  But al though i t  may be impossi­
ble to go back again,  I wil l  a lways visi t  in my memories-l  know we both wil l .  
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Andrew Brnucek 
The Mystery of Mist 
Since Fall first erupted 
In a burst nf bright colors 
That new and ancient year. 
Something strange has happened here, 
Stranger than all I've ever seen, 
For it is both visible and vanishing 
Before my very eye. 
Not only doth it seemingly float. 
Ghostly white on yon and thither glen. 
Enveloping trees and animals both 
Making gone the darkest fen, 
Yet, also dost it disappear 
When but five feet from me it comes. 
Like a sphere, it lingers clear 
Without the faintest possibility 
Of showing itself to me; 
I take a step, and walk some more, 
Just to find its empty door, 
But I stop and look across the way 
And see the mist in somber sway, 
Moving up and down and all around 
Mixing with its own wet spray. 
This is the mystery 
Which is constantly eluding me: 
That mist can swim about 
Thick upon the air 
Yet keep me always in doubt 
That it's really, truly there. 
Daniel  Plate 
The Missionary's Faucet 
I  turn the handles off  
and look under the sink 
tn f ind the demon keeping my dishes dir ty.  
I pray some and cal l  the plumber,  
but  he 's  got  no charisma,  
not  the sort  that  f ixtures care for .  
I t ry a  l i t t le  dance,  
bang on them with a  spoon,  
and sing a bit ,  
but  nothing happens.  
The plumber 's  at  the table eat ing cookies,  
watching me carry on,  
jealous of my zeal  
for  what 's  become his  work 
(but  once was turning pipes from dams to rain) .  
When the plumber dies,  
e i ther  he ' l l  work with dark hoses 
to f lush the rust  from dir ty l ines,  
or  he ' l l  l ive under a  r iver ,  
easing the day's  abundance through his  pipes 
with a  pair  of  golden faucets .  
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Aaron Duke 
Tattered Silence: A lament for tost childhood 
You looked tattered and worn sitting there before me, 
Fixing your eyes in an unrelenting stare. 
I could tell by your face you'd seen a lot of hardship, 
From the scars on your flesh, it seemed you d been everywhere. 
You would oDt speak but you listened so intently. 
As I poured out my heart and my soul on your head. 
You never grew angry no matter what I told you. 
You were the royal advisor in the kingdom of my bed. 
Where have the years hardened and destroyed me? 
When did time petrify my heart? 
We used to laugh and sing though you could not whisper. 
Please forgive me now as we drift...further apart. 
The trials you faced I was always there too, 
But you took my pain on yourself. 
You never asked why just trust and obey, 
And yet I stick you high and away upon a shelf. 
Where have the years hardened and destroyed me? 
When did time petrify my heart? 
We used to laugh and sing though you could not whisper. 
Please forgive me now as we drift...further apart. 
You've never lost that love Dr crooked smile. 
You still possess those flaws on your eyes. 
To me you are as beautiful as the heavens. 
Why must I stop to think and realize...? 
Where the years have hardened and destroyed me? 
When time did petrify my heart? 
I want to laugh and sing but you still cannot whisper. 
Please forgive me now as we drift...further apart. 
II 
Brendan Lee 
Nantucket 
There once was a man from Nantucket 
And maybe he had a farm 
And a wife he loved 
And a dag 
Or something 
Jessica Keiser 
Untitled 
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ElainE Friedberg 
Goad Hands - Eric's Child 
You're in good hands 
He puts you to sleep 
lay your head nn His shoulder 
and whisper your dreams. 
I can't wait to see you, 
to look into yoor eyes. 
Reassure me that everything's okay. 
I wish yon were here but deep down inside 
I know that it's worked out this way. 
What will say? 
I've replayed the moment 
a thousand times in my head. 
Will things pick up where they would have left off? 
Will we talk aboot baseball? Will you show off yoor room? 
My love seems so weak 
When put against His. 
He knows you. He formed you, 
but I let you down. 
I didn't come through when I had the chance. 
You were helpless but my weakness slaughtered your innocence. 
A simple phone call was all that it took. 
A morning appointment, 3D minutes slot in a doctor's book. 
One half of an hoor put an end 
to your endless potential. 
Unformed hands, unformed toes, 
not ready for the world, but you have a perfect soul. 
You took your first steps into the arms of God. 
This father never tucked you in bed 
But you had tickle wars with the Father of all. 
I  wake up a t  night  hear ing the ghost  of  your  cry 
but  I know that  your  tears  are  gone.  
Wil l  you know me when I see  you? 
Will  I know you? Do you have my chin? 
Or,  being there ,  do you look l ike Him? 
First Place Fiction 
Lauren Laskewski 
The Desert 
You were writing a book called Forever, subtitled Me. In the beginning, you had a dream 
about me and in the dream I cried out to you with my mouth full of desert sand that you 
told me was cave water that had lain stagnant over eyeless fish. You made us a bed from 
that sand that came from all the caves of the world, and the blind fish nibbled at the in­
side of my ear. I dove down into that bed, and you were the weight that dragged me down 
to the bottom until at last I sunk into the floor filled with dinosaur skeletons and Styro-
foam cups. Chapter Five brought me a child, a boy, full of airplanes and spaghetti, falling 
Dn his knees and scraping all his skin away. He walked up and held on tight tD my pants 
on the inside of my upper thigh, his head on the outside, like I was a tree, the only shelter 
under the lightning. I had my hand on his head and my fingers pulled his hair. I spoke to 
him like a mother until you came and his eyes filled with blood at the sight of your chest 
hair. The bulging, blue veins on your hands stifled my scream, and my tongue dried up 
like a sunburned tamale. I laid my son, my firstborn son, high on top of a plateau in our 
desert. The rocks and the vultures screamed "Heaven!" to me as I watched him lie there 
through a telescope. You were unable to finish the last chapter, so I painted a picture of 
you. How did I know what you look like, you ask, but I know. You are a lion with a fiber­
glass mane. You are the last one left with water, your paws tearing over the hills and 
valleys of my body. 
C. Emily Toher 
It's too Dark 
Yau know, I can't rEally SEE you right now. 
you and your facE, 
it's too dark. 
Thankfully, somEDnE has turnEd ths lights out on us, 
hETE tagEthET. 
And that's OK, 
WE nEVEr needed the light to tall us about Each other. 
I koow you with my eyes closed. 
Here, and here again you tap me, 
aod the runoing water of your nearness cloaks me slowly. 
The graceful sobbing stops. 
Like the drowsy sea horses contest with rocking the rhythm drummed out by the oight 
times mantled waves. 
And the strength that left us here, 
presses in. 
propping up our lengthened gestures 
against someone else's victory. 
A teepee of faltering movemeots, 
that circle each other, with ao ever quickening current of energy... 
and that's how I think about you, 
when I sleep and am trying to catch my breath. 
And it's dark. 
But, thankfully, someone has turned the lights out on us. 
here together, 
and that's DK. 
We never needed the light to tell us about each other. 
I know you with my eyes closed, 
I know you with my eyes closed. 
!• 
Rob Morris 
First Place Poetry 
Displaced 
iGomo te Hamas? 
I am human as are you 
with a mother and a father 
who named me with care 
yet you look beyond 
all I am as though 
you could see through me. 
Heron Gonzales. 
iGe donde eres? 
I have a home like you 
on a familiar street 
where my neighbors know 
the labor of my life, 
who care for my children 
while I am gone for years. 
Huevo Laredo. 
iGomo estas? 
I long for my wife 
who knows every line 
of my face and hands 
and I cry at night 
as I feel the distance grow between our hearts. 
Hoy bien. 
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Lindsey Taylor 
bees in a glass jar 
like bees in a glass jar 
flying 
frenzied 
mad as hell 
hitting 
hard nothing 
and falling to the ground, 
our words bozzed 
loudly 
rising to the ceiling 
but hitting 
hard nothing 
and falling to the ground. 
around and around 
words flew crazily 
missing each other 
hitting 
hard nothing 
and falling to the ground. 
running out of air 
pain stock 
like honey 
gumming up 
our wings 
as we hit 
hard nothing 
and fell to the groond. 
Jennifer  Pak 
Chant 
I s tood,  my bare feet  on the cool  t i le  outside the Singapore Soka Associat ion 
building,  I had,  as  the sign asked,  removed my sandals  and put  them in a  cubbyhole and 
now looked at  the entrance.  People mil led about  in front ,  some si t t ing at  tables,  s ipping 
wintermelon tea or  soy milk.  Other people relaxed on the front  s teps leading into the 
building.  The doors were open,  revealing a fair ly sparse front  lobby.  The "Butt inski  
method," Dr.  Corduan had cal led i t .  "Just  butt  in,"  he had said about  exploring s trange 
temples and other  places of  worship.  "The worst  that  can happen is  they' l l  ask you to 
leave.  I t ' s  much easier  when you're by yourself  because you don' t  s tand out  so much." 
Well ,  Win Corduan,  here I am, by myself .  Here I go,  butt ing in.  
In the lobby,  a  loud but  indist inct  murmuring coming from one room mixed with 
the noise of t raff ic  coming in f rom outside.  I looked in and saw forty,  maybe fif ty people 
in the room chanting,  more or  less  in sync,  facing a  large black lacguered cabinet ,  open,  
showing a large rectangle of paper,  with Chinese and Sanskri t  characters  on i t .  
I looked around for  someone who might  grant  me permission to tape record 
the chart ing.  I looked io vain for  the elderly staff  worker we had met there the day be­
fore when I came with the Corduans and our World Religions class.  Yesterday when we 
came, there were a disappointing three people chanting,  and I wanted,  S D  desperately,  to 
come back to record the chart ing when there would be more people.  This ,  however,  had 
not  been my goal  set t ing out  that  morning.  Before leaving our boarding house,  I vaguely 
thought a  prayer askiog God to let  me go to the Soka Gakkai  Buddhist  place so I could 
record the chanting and brought my tape recorder in my bag in the unlikely event  of f ind­
ing my way there.  How could I possibly f ind a place when I d idn ' t  even know what  the sur­
rounding area looked l ike,  nor  the oames of any of the nearby streets? I couldn' t  imagine.  
So other ,  more feasible plans took precedence.  It  was one of Dor only days which we had 
completely to ourselves to do as  we pleased,  aod I needed to buy a  gif t  for  my dad.  I went  
to a  touristy area cal led Holland Vil lage in order  to get  s tone stamps with the Chinese 
character  of our last  name carved into them. Most  of  the foreign embassies are near 
there,  and this  area clearly caters  to more Western tastes:  there are stores l ike "Only in 
the States,"  and ABW Restaurant ,  and a clothing s tore whose sign proclaims that  i ts  
clothes are labeled in UK s izes.  
I found a  s tore that  carved stone stamps after  much aimless wandering and 
ordered two stone stamps-jade for  me,  onyx for  my dad.  While I waited,  I bought  a  loaf  
of  chocolate chip bread at  the Cold Storage grocery on the ground floor.  I wandered 
outside,  happily chewing,  with chocolate melt ing on my hands in the heat  of Singapore 's  
noonday sun as  I roamed.  
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Forty minutes  la ter ,  the  f inished s tamps in my backpack,  I decided tn  go to  Chi­
natown.  There was no real  reason to  go,  but  I d idn ' t  know where e lse  to  go,  I hadn t  spent  
much t ime there ,  and perhaps I could get  morE pract ice  a t  haggl ing over  pr ices .  I had 
never  seen a good map of  Singapore and had l i t t le  idea of  where I was ,  much less  how to  
get  to  Chinatown.  Fortunately,  there  was an information desk in the  shopping center  and 
I asked the Indian man s i t t ing there  what  bus I should take to  get  to  Chinatown.  
"Bus fi l ,"  he  repl ied,  af ter  only a  moment 's  thought .  I have always marveled a t  
how anybody can keep the myriad of  bus  numbers  s t ra ight .  
I boarded the bus,  took a  copy of  the  route  and fare  chart ,  and scanned the 
route .  I t rus ted the man at  the information desk,  but  an uneasy feel ing bordering on 
panic  came over  me as  I scanned the route .  The word Chinatown would not  actual ly  be on 
a  road cal led Chinatown,  just  as  Lit t le  India  was obviously not  to  be found on a  road cal led 
Lit t le  India  but  on Serangoon road.  I had been through Chinatown once before  and would 
cer ta inly recognize i t  when we got  there .  All  the  same,  I cont inued to  scan the road 
names,  as  if  the  word "Chinatown" would magical ly  appear  under  one of  the  roads l is ted.  
Holland Road.  Holland Avenue.  Telok Blangah.  Kal lang Bahru.  Eu Tong Sen.  Hil l  S t reet .  
Victor ia  Street .  Kal lang Road-if  I real ly  wanted to  give up,  I knew I could f ind my way 
home from there ,  but  what  was the fun of  that?  Going al l  the  way to  Holland Vil lage,  only 
to  come direct ly  back home at  one o 'c lock in the  af ternoon would be an unacceptable  
waste  of  a  good day.  I read over  the s t reet  names again,  and the landmarks l is ted under  
them, forcing myself  to  read each one in turn,  but  in  my terror  my eyes would not  focus 
on the t iny red pr int .  
Then,  one l ine suddenly brought  i tself  into focus:  Singapore Soka Associat ion.  
Soka.  As in Soka Gakkai?  Impossible .  I s tared at  the words,  hardly bel ieving i t .  Singa­
pore Soka Association. Gad had this allplanned before / even left the house this morning. 
I  went  f rom panic  to  bewilderment .  Only a  few more s tops remained unt i l  the  s top on 
Telok Blangah Road.  
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Charles DeBord 
Decisions of Water 
I shivered this morning 
and knew warmth was over: 
The first of some red leaves 
Gave up, began to fall 
and, after a soft drop, 
Alit on a cold pool. 
The rest began to pool 
Their last blood that morning 
So that no more might drop. 
Life was not yet over 
For them; but in the fall. 
The end must come for leaves. 
One by one, all the leaves 
Descended to the pool. 
The shadows of each fall 
Quieted my mourning: 
Struggling is over 
After the final drop. 
On witnessing the drop 
Df the last of those leaves, 
My thoughts wandered over 
To that clear placid pool. 
Glorious in the morning 
Sun, accepting the fall. 
Nearby, a waterfall 
Rushes, and other drop 
In the chill of morning; 
But these ether dead leaves, 
Unlike those of the pool. 
Find life far from over. 
IMHII 
Gloria Pudaite 
Energy 
Brendan Lee 
Straight Burn 
We have gas in our Oldsmnbile.  
We have the f inest  sandwiches in the cooler .  
We have hundred-dollar  bi l ls  in our pockets  and luck in our eyes.  
We are going to Las Vegas.  
I t ' s  a  s traight  burn from San Diego to Vegas,  about  six hours of i t ,  r ight  through the de­
sert .  We've been cal l ing i t  a  ' s t raight  burn '  al l  day,  because i t  sounds real ly cool .  
Straight  Burn -  i t ' s  a  great  l i t t le  phrase:  a  saying that  mixes the fun of s traight  things 
with the more dangerous fun of combustible things.  I 've got  this  great  pair  of  cracked 
sunglasses on,  and I can kind of  glance out  the side of the Olds,  half  smile,  and say 
's traight  burn ' ,  and then look at  my dad,  and he says "Yup,  s traight  burn."  Then we both 
smile.  
My Grandmother,  who is  in the back seat ,  cannot  (alas!)  hear  al l  of  this  burn business,  
because the air  condit ioning is  on.  This  air-condit ioning,  this  wonderful  air-condit ioning 
that  keeps the desert  out  of  the car ,  freezes my Grandmother 's  bones.  We believe her ,  
too- IQQ%. She is  wrapped in an old pink blanket  that  she has brought with her ,  and 
whenever we say something she shouts "I 'm under the covers!" and leaves i t  a t  that .  
Sometimes,  as  we drive alone,  I refer  to my dad as  my Lawyer.  He chuckles a  bi t  a t  this ,  
because he 's  a  Boomer,  and I suspect  that  he was real ly into the Fear and Loathing books 
once upon a t ime,  before the weight  of  the world turned him into a  Republican.  We both 
have sunglasses,  which adds to the joke,  but  we have no mescaline,  which detracts  from 
the joke,  and i t  al l  evens out  in the end to a nice lukewarm humor level  that  we're both 
able to deal  with on a  long car  tr ip.  
But oh,  how the casinos f idget  at  our impending arr ival .  How the Luxor and Caesar 's  and 
the MGM Grand quake as  we approach! We come slowly,  l ike some sort  of creeping earth­
quake that  burrows beneath the sand,  or  some gigantic metal l ic  android gopher,  perhaps,  
which is  an awful  metaphor.  I have no t ime to wallow in the pet ty vagaries of metaphor 
and simile,  however.  I am going to Vegas.  
We do not  l is ten to the fol lowing tunes on a  compilat ion tape that  I d id not  make the night  
before:  
-Viva Las Vegas 
-Money (Prince) 
-Money (Pink Floyd) 
-Money (That 's  What I Want)  
-Mony Many 
We do not  l is ten to these tones,  because:  
1) Our music is  created by t i res  on the open road and Grandma and whatnot ,  etc . ,  
AND 
2)  Compilat ion tapes are for  cert if ied public accountants  trying to get  funky on their  day 
off .  
We are not  cert i f ied public accountants .  We are the f inest  gamblers the world has ever 
seen.  
We stop at  a convenience s tore in the middle of  the st inking desert .  I remark to the gir l  
behind the counter  that  i t ' s  a  s traight  burn from San Diego to Vegas,  which is  where I m 
headed.  I smile a  lucky,  winning smile.  
She doesn' t  real ly seem to care very much.  Everyone she talks to is  on a  straight  burn to 
Vegas,  I surmise.  She glances sort  of  downish and to the left ,  c learly uninterested.  
I buy some water  anyway.  
Jamie Vinson 
A Tale ef First Love 
My name is Mendel C. Smith. Mendel is for the famous geneticist who crossed 
the pea plants. C is for Christopher, but it might as well be "Carrots" since that's what 
color my hair is. Smith is because that was my daddy's last name. I live at 2100 Oak 
Street in a gray house with blue shutters and my mom's sculpture garden in the back 
yard. The house is right across from JFK Middle School where I'm in Ms. Freemont's sixth 
grade class. I have a 4.0 grade point average, allergies and freckles that cover my whole 
body. My mom says that a face without freckles is like a sky without stars, but I don't 
really believe her. I also have a dog named Skip and an ex-girlfriend who calls herself 
Xena, but is just a distant relation to the Princess Warrior. She's only been my ex for a 
week, so my broken heart is still kind of fresh. My mom says that "it's better to have 
loved and lost than to never have loved at all," but I don't really believe her about that 
either because right now I wish Anna Marie Williamson, a.k.a. Xena, had never moved into 
our neighborhood. 
The SOLD sign showed up in front of the corner two-story sometime around 
Halloween last year—I remember because Xena is a Halloween kind of girl. I also remem­
ber that the day I met her I caught three falling leaves on the way to school, that's three 
wishes and practically unheard of even on a windy day. My last wish was for someone te 
walk to school with, but I never thought it would come true so soon and I definitely never 
thought it would be a girl, especially one who believed in unicorns and had pretty blue 
eyes. 
Later that day I was walking Skip, running him really, and stopped to watch the 
men unloading the moving truck. I was thinking that it would be the neighborly thing to do 
to go and introduce myself, and I guess Skip was thinking the same thing because when I 
stopped to watch, he didn't. He ran up on the front steps and, by the time I got there, was 
smothering the girl sitting there with wet doggy kisses. Skip is a very affectionate dog. 
"Down Skip, down Skip...aw, come on," I heard myself say as I tried to pull him 
away. After what seemed like forever - I was sure he was licking her head off! - he did 
settle down and Xena, only I didn't know it was her then, came up laughing. 
"Nice to meet you too," she gasped, wiping Skip's saliva off on her sleeve. He 
had bent her glasses a little and I said that, and she said not to worry, they weren't pre­
scription, but part of her intellectual persona. 
"I'm going to be a writer, and writers have to look intellectual," she said. She 
also said that she was lactose intolerant, had double-jointed thumbs, and that I could call 
her Xena. 
Naturally, with all the commotion and all the information, all of a sudden, I was 
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kind of  a t  a  lass  for  wards.  She had pret ty blue eyes that  just  kept  leaking at  me,  
fr iendly-l ike,  f rnm behind her  fake glasses.  I guess I must  have introduced myself  and 
Skip because the next  thing I knew we were fr iends.  I da  remember that  en the way 
hnme that  day I caught  another fal l ing leaf  -  but that  wish is  a  secret .  
Xena and I d id lets  af  s tuff  tagether  af ter  that .  We fought  dragons in her  at t ia  
unti l  the dust  made me have a  sneezing fi t ,  and f lew down her s tairs  on our magic carpet  
unti l  we got  too bruised up for  i t  to  be any fun.  Sometimes we babysat  Xena s  l i t t le  
brother ,  Michael .  I think Michael  is  real  cute,  except  for  when he spits  up,  and I told Xena 
that .  
"I  wish he were a unicorn,"  she said with a  shrug.  So,  we tr ied to t ie  a  funnel  
to his  head to make him one,  but  he s tar ted wail ing and we voted that  skip would make a 
bet ter  unicorn anyway.  When my mom saw Skip running around with a  funnel  on his  fore­
head,  she laughed and cal led Xena a rare bird and a real  f ind.  I guess that  may be so,  but  
I l ike her  and,  honest ly,  I think my mom does too.  She helped us mix up Xena s  secret  
sauce of smartness once -  it 's  supposed to make you smarter ,  but  i t  just  made us sick.  
Every Thursday night  we sat  around our ki tchen table and drank herbal  tea and discussed 
books and stuff .  I t  was all  very professional  and very serious.  All  that  winter  went  by l ike 
i t  was on fast  forward because I was so busy building snow forts  in a  secret  arct ic  world,  
saving the world from evil  sorcerers ,  and playing hours and hours of Monopoly.  
Then suddenly,  i t  was that  t ime again,  the day I a lways dread—only this  t ime i t  
was worse.  When your best  fr iend is  a  gir l  with pret ty blue eyes,  Valentine s  Day can be 
very stressful .  
I sat  s louched over in the ki tchen the day before the classroom party picking 
the non-mushy conversat ion hearts  out  of  the bag.  "Have A Good Days and What s  Dps 
in one pile ,  "I  Love You's" and "Kiss Me's" to Skip under the table.  
"Why the gloomy face?" asked my grandpa who was over for  a  visi t .  He opened 
the fr idge door and took out  a  Wild Cherry Pepsi .  "You look l ike you could use some of 
this ,"  he whispered,  glancing around to make sure my mom wasn t  watching.  My mom 
doesn' t  let  me drink soda pop and won' t  touch the stuff  herself—Nutra-Sweet  wil l  give 
you al l  kinds of diseases—but ever since grandpa said i t  was ei ther  Wild Cherry Pepsi  or  
beer ,  she keeps a twelve pack of Pepsi  in the fr idge for  him. 
"I  heard that ,  Dad!" my mom said coming into the kitchen,  "Trying to corrupt  
my son in my own house—unbelievable!" She kissed his  cheek and turned to miserable 
me.  
"I  hate Valentine 's  Day," I mumbled.  I might  have even thrown a candy heart  at  
the fr idge and said something l ike,  "I t  can go to hell ."  
Grandpa almost  choked on his  Pepsi  and coughed to cover his  laugh.  I g lanced 
up and his  eyes were twinkly.  Mom pretended she didnt  hear  me say hell  and stayed 
guiet .  So,  I told them how I d idn ' t  know what  card to give Xena,  option A had a l ion on the 
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front  with a  bubble coming from his  mouth that  said,  "I 'm not  l ion,  you're cool ."  I t  was 
stupid.  Option B, I had made myself ,  coloring al l  kinds of  fantast ical  creatures on i t  and 
even writ ing her  a poem. It  was risky.  I imagined her  r ipping i t  up,  laughing in my face,  
saying,  "Be yours? Are you crazy,  Mendel?!" I mean,  I 'm not  exactly what  you would cal l  
cool—not at  al l  actual ly.  What was I thinking? It  was going to be the l ion.  
My mom sighed and leaned back in her  chair .  
"Do you dare /  Disturb the universe?" she asked the cei l ing,  I think she was 
quoting something,  but  I got  the message.  
"DD you think so too?" I asked Grandpa,  pushing my glasses up my nose,  keep­
ing my f ingers pressed hard against  the bridge.  He nodded,  serious now. 
It  was decided then.  I would give her  the poem. I was doomed.  
I was too nervous to sleep much that  night ,  too nervous to eat  my Wheaties the 
next  morning,  too nervous to talk to Xena much on the way to school .  She carr ied her  
decorated Valentine shoebox carefully in f ront  of her  so she wouldn' t  wrinkle the t issue 
paper.  
"What 's  wrong with you today,  Mendel? You're act ing weird."  
"Nothing,  nothing,"  I l ied.  All  I could see was the shoebox.  
I a lmost  changed my mind at  the last  second and sl ipped in the l ion card-  do I 
dare disturb the universe?-  but  forced myself  to pick up the poem card instead.  I t  was 
too big for  the slot  in her  box so I had to take off  the lid.  That  took me extra t ime and I 
just  knew everyone was watching,  that  everyone knew. It  was torture.  Finally,  the lid was 
back on and I was back in my seat ,  t rying to breathe quiet ly.  
I don' t  remember a single one of the valentines I got  that  day because I was 
watching for  Xena's  react ion the whole t ime.  I saw her pick up my card and smile at  the 
front  of i t .  Everything else went blurry around me then and things sounded very far  
away.  She opened i t ;  she read the poem; she got  serious for  a  second,  smiled again,  and 
turned her  head to look at  me.  Another smile-she liked i t !  She l iked i t .  In a  rush,  the 
room came back l ike someone hit  the play button again and noise and people were al l  
around me.  
Later  during Math class,  Xena went  to sharpen her  pencil  and purposely walked 
back down my aisle .  
"Thank you," she whispered as she went past  my desk.  Even though she said it  
so quiet  that  I was the only one who heard,  my face got  kind of  hot  and I could feel  each 
one of my freckles.  Ms.  Freemont even asked me it  I fe l t  feverish;  she didn' t  know I was in 
love.  
"So does this  mean we're going out  now?" Xena asked me at  recess,  hanging 
upside down from the monkey bars.  
"Sure,"  I said.  And that  was that .  
I charged into the house after  school  that  day and gave two war whoops.  
Grandpa was aver again and I dancEd around thE couch where he sat drinking Wild 
Cherry Pepsi and watching Jeopardy with my mom. 
"So she liked it, did she?" he asked. 
"Did she ever!" I rejoiced, "We're going out." 
"Going out, huh? Where are you going? To the drinking fountain, to the play­
ground...?" said my mom, but I knew she was really happy for me because as she said this 
she plucked the can of soda out of grandpa's hand and gave it to me. Grandpa said that I 
deserved a beer and told Mom not tD tease me. Then they both got kind of weird and 
grown-upy on me, talking about first love and sighing a lot, and I decided to go tell Skip 
my good news and maybe throw him a stick or two. 
I guess I thought maybe something would change when you add "girl" in front 
of "friend," but Xena was still Xena. She still did her Ms. FreemDnt impression that made 
me laugh SD hard I would snort and she still tried to convince me to jump off a roof with a 
broomstick in hand to see if we could fly. And I still told her that it was not scientifically 
feasible, Dr wise, to try and test the laws of gravity, that she was crazy and going to get 
us both killed. Yep, it was just the same except, I guess, sometimes when we watched 
movies together. Before the Valentine's Day thing, if we were watching something that 
had a little bit of mushiness in it, you know if a guy and a girl kissed or something, we 
would both yell "Gross!" or "Disgusting!" and jokingly half hide our faces. We would shout 
out the seconds that their faces were stuck together and laugh and laugh. For some rea­
son though, we couldn't do that after February 14th. For example, one night Xena was over 
and we watched "The Man From Snowy River," but instead of hooting and hollering like we 
normally would when Jim Craig kisses Jessica, we just laughed these nervous little 
laughs and then were guiet. I could feel my freckles again and when I stole a look over at 
Xena she had her eyes closed. We didn't say anything for the rest of the movie and it was 
all kind of embarrassing. Even more embarrassing though was that that night I had a 
dream that I was Jim Craig, only instead of Jessica, I was kissing Xena. 
As it turns out, in real life, she was the one who kissed me. We were at Spring-
Fest; it's one of those carnival type deals where there are lots of twirly rides and food 
vendors and games that seem easy, but that you can never win. I wasn't having very 
much fun because these mean boys who think they're hot stuff had been following Xena 
and me around all night chanting, "Mendel and Anna sittin' in a tree, k-i-s-s-i-n-g... It 
was really annoying so Xena said we should go ride the Ferris wheel to try and get away 
from them. I said okay and we got in line. 
The toothless carnival man helped us into our seats and locked the bar down in 
front of us. He did this strange clicking thing, glanced up at the top of the wheel and gave 
me a buddy-buddy punch on the shoulder. 
"Good luck up there, Sonny," he said and we were off. 
"Up, up and away!" Xena shouted. We were at the highest point when the wheel 
stopped, to let other people on I guess. The lights of the carnival were far, far below 
and I shivered. Xena started to rock he seat even though she knows I'm not a big fan of 
heights. 
"Cut that out, Xena!" I said, trying not to act scared. I looked down at my hands 
gripping the bar and my knuckles were white. 
She stopped rocking. And then she did it, just like that. I felt my glasses being 
lifted off my face and then hers got really blurry. It came close, her lips hit mine, and it 
was over, just like that. 
We sprang apart, opposite sides of the seat and were oo our way dowo. 
"You just kissed me," I said. Not the most clever thing to say, I know, but I was 
kind of in shock. 
She laughed. We were on our way up. 
"We're flying," Xena said, closing her eyes and stretching out her arms. I was 
flying. 
I landed pretty quickly though because after the Ferris wheel, it was the tilt-a-
whirl and after the tilt-a-whirl it was puking in the dirty fairground bathroom. The face 
that looked back at me from the dirty mirror with a spider-web crack across it was a 
little green. 
I rinsed my mouth out with the rusty faucet water and went looking for Xena. I 
found her watching some boys trying to toss rings over bottles. I think I better go home, 
I told her. She asked if she should walk me home. I wanted her to, but iostead I said, stay 
and have fuo. That was a mistake. 
My mom says that "what ifs" aod "should haves" will ruin your life, but I cao't 
help thinking that if I hadn't ate that funnel cake, hadn't tossed my cookies on the tilt-a-
whirl, I would still have a girlfriend. 
Sam Leatherby was one of the boys at the ring toss that night. Personally, I 
don't like him that much; I think he's kind of creepy, but Xena has always thought he was 
mysterious and cool. He's a ninth grader so that probably has something to do with it. 
His grandpa was a genuine wizard, Xena told me once in an awed voice. That oight at the 
carnival he won Xena a big stuffed alligator at one of those impossible games. 
"He probably used magic to do it," I sulked when Xena told me. She punched 
my arm and told me I was being a brat, to stop being mean. For a while then Sam became 
part of our group and, honestly, I tried not to be a brat; I even let him use my telescope 
and borrow my Calvin and Hobbes comic book. It made me so mad though, Sam just 
waltziog in like that. It wasn't any fun anymore to even be arouod Xena, she was too ma­
ture for me now or something. She started wearing all black, just like Sam, and using 
even bigger words than she normally did. I don't think she really knew what half of them 
meant. "Oh, Mendel, you just don't understand," she would say when Sam and her shared 
one of their little jokes. What I did understand was that I had been replaced. 
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"Let 's  just  be fr iends,"  Xena said to me a week ago.  We're not  even that ,  I 
wanted tn tel l  her .  
My mom bought me a tub of Chunky Monkey ice cream when I told her  the news 
and we polished i t  off  together using big wooden spoons because ice cream tastes best  
that  way.  I heard her  talking about  me on the phone later .  I hate i t  when she does that .  
"His poor l i t t le  heart 's  been broken," she said.  "You shouldn' t  have a broken 
heart  before you're 12 years old."  
She was talking to prissy Elizabeth Jane 's  mother,  so of course Elizabeth cor­
nered me at  recess the next  day.  She told me it  was a good thing I wasn t  fr iends with 
Xena anymore because everyone knows that  people l ike her ,  who believe in magic and 
stuff  go s traight  to h-e-double-hockey-st icks.  I t r ied to believe her  and to tel l  myself  I 
was lucky,  but  i t  didn' t  real ly help much.  I s t i l l  missed Xena.  
Maybe I ' l l  miss her  forever.  Maybe I ' l l  just  shrivel  up and die of  missing her .  
But maybe,  just  maybe,  someday I ' l l  get  to rescue her  from Sam the Sorcerer  and free 
her  from his  spel l .  And maybe after  I 've spir i ted her  away,  I ' l l  take off  her  glasses and 
kiss  her  r ight  on the mouth,  just  l ike J im Craig.  Maybe. . .  someday.  And for  today,  I s t i l l  
have Skip.  
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Brian Moriarty 
Temptation II 
Lynne Ford 
Play 
I have no s torehouse of chi ldhood memories,  
only fuzzy-edged f lashes,  
undated sights  and sounds.  
Except  for  one.  
A backyard of chi ldren in a  frenzy of play.  
Unti l  he came. My dad.  
Even the boys squealed when they saw my dad 
exit  the backdoor,  previous pleasant  memories 
erasing any embarrassment at  sounding l ike gir ls .  He f lashes 
his  movie s tar  smile.  The night  sounds 
fade,  as  we strain to hear him ask one quest ion:  "May I p lay?" 
We swarm around him, drawing him into our circle of play.  
Other fathers think games are for  kids.  Not my dad.  
He has a  s torehouse of his  own childhood memories,  
sharp and blinding f lashes,  
intolerable and distressing sights  and sounds.  
He wishes he had only one.  
How is  i t  that  my entire childhood is  captured in one 
fault less  moment that  continues to play and play 
on the screen of my mind,  the camera focused solely on Dad? 
Who needs other  memories? 
Dad does a handstand and begins to walk.  Amazement f lashes 
across our faces.  Sounds 
of awe mingle with the night 's  sounds -
cicadas,  cr ickets ,  creaking swings -  one 
perfect ,  joyous anthem. A new game to play.  
Copy our hero.  My dad.  
We wrack our brains for  circus memories,  
searching for  handstand secrets .  No f lashes 
•f  insight .  We try and fai l .  Time f lashes 
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forward thirty years. I remind Dad of that night, "it sounds 
like we had fun," he says. He has no memories. Not one. 
The man who said yes to play 
won my heart, my respect, my devotion. If only Dad 
had the eyes of the little nobodies whose memories 
of that gilded night could erase his memories, the flashes 
of failure, the sounds of disappointment. I have only one thing to say: 
You did not fail. You made time to play. Thanks, Dad. 
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Abhineeta Lall 
Tears 
Tears speak whan the heart overflows. 
Hidden tales spark Dut bright, 
Uncovering the many mysteries of these deep, dark eyes. 
Then laoghters and smiles fail to hide 
All those truths uotold. 
A million words could never explain. 
A frozen heart may only strain. 
To find the blazing fire behind, 
The tears, a million tales they hide. 
Laoghters, 
Memories, 
Tears of joy. 
Tears of gratitude. 
Tears for love, 
Tears for strength and peace. 
Broken hearts mended yet again, 
Tears for journeys 
Yet to begin. 
Tears telling tales hidden for so long. 
An overflowing heart 
Singing a silent song. 
Old hidden hurts bleed yet again 
With tears of a venerable soul. 
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Lia Angell 
Eirinn: Cool to Warm 
Harsh isle of hope, cold isle af tears... 
Goodbye to home; what do I care? 
A lass af freedam; enter, fears! 
Cald history of knives and spears, 
Of guns and blood, sore lack of prayer 
Harsh isle of hope, cold isle of tears. 
Harsh people, filled with words that sear 
Away your smile, and leave despair... 
A loss of gladness; welcome, fear! 
Cold smiles, and wind that perseveres; 
The country's sunshine warm is rare. 
Harsh isle of hope, cold isle of tears! 
Harsh beauty here, and pain appear 
Within my mind a lonesome pair... 
A loss of freedom? Leave me, fears! 
The memories, although still near 
Aren't bitter now, though hard to share. 
An isle of hope, no more of tears. 
My freedom gained, away with fears! 
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DaniEl Plate 
Insomnia 
It has been billions of years 
since the world first winked open, 
and God has not slept. 
At times He ponders us 
and stretches in space 
like a black cloud, 
wondering why He made 
the stars so bright 
and men so loud. 
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Jenelle Walker 
The Tree 
As the winter fades away, 
As the air grows warmer, 
Longer grows each and every day, 
And the wind blows stronger. 
A single tree standing upon a hill, 
Left leafless by the passing cold. 
Standing there calm and still. 
All alone, but standing bold. 
Shrouded by a clinging mist, 
Upon the hill above the valley, 
Battered and worn by nature's fist 
High above the sea. 
And as March passes slowly by. 
As things begin to grow, 
Reaching its branches to the sky, 
And its roots down low. 
The leaves begin to bud, 
Winter has finally flown. 
Snow melts into mud. 
Still the tree stands alone. 
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Rob Morris 
A Great Danger 
I stand inside the study, 
tugging the fringe of my 
blanket that hnlds me 
inside this house looking 
through the rain-splattered window 
toward the dismal street 
the storm is uninviting... 
the windows rattle... 
I see a bloudy face, 
torn clothes, 
and battered body 
outside. 
the ghastly sight 
turns My stomach and I 
double over 
then look again— 
My distorted reflection 
inside. 
Elaine Friedberg 
By Myself 
I couldn't cry at home; 
You were too close. 
So I took the subway into town. 
Halfway between 23rd and Broad 
I broke down. 
The solitude of the multitude 
Alone among the masses-
A paradox of emotion. 
Surrounded by strangers. 
The guiet room of my grief 
Undisturbed. 
No one looked my way. 
Kathryn Proto 
Arcadia Sunset 
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Third Place Fiction 
Nick Hayden 
After the Sky Fell 
Then, Dne day, the sky began to fall. 
No one noticed at first except the scientists. Soil samples indicated trace 
amounts of sky, which was first regarded as a lab error, then a scientific prank. Victor 
Von Frank, a man with three doctorates and no sense of reality, was the first to announce 
that IIE had isolated the "sky particles." 
A year later, after many duplicated tests, his conclusion was in Time and News­
week. 
It was not considered an immediate problem. There is plenty of sky, the re­
spected senator from Montana argued. A few flakes drifting away here and there can't 
hurt. 
Dermatologists released a report that the apparent increase in seborrheic 
dermatitis was, in all probability, related to this disintegration of sky. They had charts of 
land and charts of population distribution. People wearing hats were immune, the report 
concluded. 
No one much cared, except for Dther dermatologists. 
Then hairdressers, as if willed as one by their cosmetnlogical god, complained 
of the increase in dandruff. Fear and panic spread like an old joke among new third grad­
ers. Committees and advisory boards were formed, then dissolved after they realized 
that they had no power to accomplish anything. A grassroots petition signed by ID million 
Americans demanded that NASA simply "stop it." They Unconsidered the question and 
found it to be outside their authority. 
Life returned to its normal state of unpredictability, and for a while, people 
forgot about the falling sky. 
Then cracks appeared in the sun and people started to worry. 
The cracks were like crow's feet on the eye of exhaustion. The sun was old and 
tired. As one TV commentator pointed out," Hey, it's been around for over four billion 
years. It's about time it showed signs of wear." The network cancelled the commenta­
tor's show after receiving several dumpsters of complaints and two letter bombs. The 
commentator gained an instant cult following. 
There was a sudden interest in the sun. People went to libraries and looked it 
up in the card catalog. Networks ran biographies on the sun. It became a popular sub­
ject on game shows. Still, despite its increased popularity, creases and cracks spread 
along the sun's circle. 
Telescopes found these same tears in the sky, hairline fractures of the atmos­
phere. Children asked their parents about the sun and the sky. The parents shook their 
heads and said, "You wouldn't understand. You're too young." 
In those days, everyone was too young. And too old. 
In August, the news reported that a famous actor in Hollywood had be found 
dead, a shard of sky the size of a broken plate lodged in his skull. The world wept. A week 
later it was reported that 937 others had died in similar manner the month before, but 
none of these had been actors. 
For weeks, stock in hard helmets rose in step with paranoia. It was soon veri­
fied that the shards were aerodynamic, that the wind could direct their course. They 
could disembowel as well as impale. There was a renewed interest in medieval armor. 
Weather became a daily terror. Rain brought the clink of glass and roofing bills. 
Snowballs ended in hospital stays. Sunny days were not dangerous, except for the usual 
debris, though neighbors did scream at the shattering sun. Rainbows added color to the 
fields of blue and white glass. Tornadoes reminded people to attend church. Somewhere 
in Europe, a weatherman was stoned. 
Collectors picked among the sky scrapes that littered the highways and fields 
for pieces that resembled the faces of presidents and some cartoon characters. Artists 
arranged them into abstract shapes meant to represent the soul or the mind or rising 
price of gas. In time, the shards melted into globs like mercury and dissipated into the 
ground. They were lost forever. 
The United Nations' committee of Atmospheric Deterioration released a detailed 
study of the darkness revealed behind the missing sky. The pictures, magnified and 
dramatized, were featureless and dark. Some thought the negatives had gone bad. The 
report concluded by saying that the Committee did not understand the phenomena at all. 
A comedian said that the sky report wasn't all it was cracked up to be. The audience 
laughed because the sign lit up. 
When the first cloud fell and crushed Paris, no one was surprised. A nimbus 
conquered Naples days later. Others fell, tearing acres of blue from the sky. A thunder-
head landed in the ocean. The subsequent tidal wave killed millions of people. No one 
bothered to count how many. 
A new slang term developed for what used to be the sky. They called it Heaven. 
No one actually believed it was Heaven, but some had forgotten what Heaven was and oth­
ers didn't want to name the darkness for what it was. It had swallowed all the stars. 
Shreds of sky bulged as Heaven pushed down against them. The clouds scraped the 
ground like the bellies of giant white pigs. Eventually, they collapsed from their own weight 
and died. 
The sun, a bloodshot eye in the sky, finally exploded into a billion burning frag­
ments. It rained for a day and a half. Cities burned, but most had been abandoned by now 
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People didn't mind the light of the flames all that much. It was better than the blindness 
of Heaven. 
In these last days, when there were still slivers of blue above, communities 
gathered in the fallen clouds. They hollowed out tunnels and rooms and tapped water 
from the cloud's interior. It might have worked—they might have survived—except that 
after the sky fell, Heaven fell. 
Heaven bulged. "A pregnant womb pressing hard against the scraps of our 
battered reality," a newspaper read. Objectivity had been abandoned long ago. People 
with nothing better to do considered the image and invented horror Heavens could birth. 
Letters to the Editor took up a whole section of local newspapers. Prizes were given for 
the most creative predictions for the future. 
Heaven gained names. Some called it Destiny, others Death, others Madness, 
others God. It ate skyscrapers first, then office buildings, then cathedrals. Children 
threw balls into it. They never came down. 
The cloud-cities could not handle Heaven. The clouds themselves shriveled like 
rotten fruit at its touch. The halls burned with the smell of ozone. Someone declared 
that the end of the world was at hand. Another replied, "Dh Yeah? Sarcasm became the 
official language of the twenty-seven countries. 
Heaven continued downward. It hung like suspended tears above the earth. 
Tall men stooped. Short men laughed, then they too stooped as Heaven continued down­
ward. The ones who had not called it God or Destiny began chipping away at heaven with 
the abandoned tools of their abandoned trades. Hammers, spatulas, keys, flashlights, 
keyboards, knitting needles, X-ray machines— whatever each person knew how to use— 
these pounded and clanged and scraped and drilled and clawed at Heaven. It was said 
that certain poets could tear a foot long gash into Heaven with the edge of their wit. 
And now I lay here on my back, alone in the darkness of Heaven and the light of 
my own personal star. I have only a pencil and a box of granola bars I stole from the 
kitchen when it still existed. A pinpoint of light blazes above me, the work of my pencil. 
Heaven, though it seems that thickness of reality, is the thinness of a dream not yet 
woken from. I continue puncturing Heaven to reach the light beyond. The darkness 
pushed the sky away, but the light— the heaven behind Heaven—is pushing the darkness 
away. 
I need to be on the other side. Heaven is not thick, but it is tough and unyield­
ing. I may die soon. All that's left is to dig my hole. The world is swallowed. There are 
other people in other pockets, perhaps, but I am alooe. I hope to slip through my hole 
before I die. I hope the hole is large enough. 
If not, my SDU! should fit at least. 
Kristin Conn 
Martyr 
Burned upon ynur altars 
Tortured at ynur hands 
Though you may destroy my flesh 
Forever I will stand. 
I'll never bow down to your gods 
I'll not forsake mysDul 
Though you may tear me limb from limb 
Forever I'll be whole. 
You enshrine your inert idols 
My temple stands alone 
My calm demeanor hides a strength 
That you have never known. 
Your souls dole out your penance 
Mine sets me free, absolved 
My star will shine, enduring 
When your fires have dissolved. 
Emily K. Glass 
Assurances 
How you held me 
-close but careless— 
When you said, Df course 
Df course 
Of course 
We'll meet again. 
Megan Gilliland House 
Nefurneferatum 
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Erica L. Williams 
Broken 
Confusion sets in 
My mind begins to reel 
I wonder what brought me 
to this place 
Was it something I said 
or did or felt? 
I feel so lost without You 
Yet, I am scared to surrender 
Your Word can heal my broken heart 
If I let it 
I feel Empty and drained of hope 
Nothing I do is good enough 
for you or for this world 
Then I hear of Your grace 
and Your love for me 
Is it true? 
Does such an absolute love exist? 
I hope it does 
But, 
How do I accept 
Your unfailing love for me? 
I know I am not worthy 
And that, by Your grace I am saved 
But, 
How can You love me 
when I don't always love myself? 
Guide me in Your truth and wisdom 
Reveal Your love to me 
Renew my broken spirit and forgotten soul 
Breathe new life in me 
Erin Blasdel 
Yesterday's Scent 
I am pandering, "Where did yesterday go?" 
Far the day came and left in such a hurry. 
My eyes did not foresee its fast departure; 
I would have given yesterday one last hug. 
It did not make time to say one last goodbye; 
I wonder why it had to leave so coldly. 
All I wanted was to keep holding its hand, 
For parts of yesterday kept me going strong. 
Today I look around in hopes of answers, 
But then I find that I have been mistaken. 
A recognizable scent has never left; 
I realize it is yesterday's fine fragrance. 
Although I once thought it was forever gone, 
I now see many memories living on. 
When I see what was then and then what is now, 
I know yesterday's hand remains touching mine. 
There were parts that would be better forgotten, 
But the rest were moments that brought me much strength. 
I must live for today and not for the past, 
Yet I cannot forget the lingering perfume of yesterday. 
I B  
Gloria Pudaite 
When 
I fall, when you catch me 
I weep, when you hold me 
Come, when I let go 
Seek, when I break apart 
Let me leave you 
Let me fall away 
Siby Hill 
Rectangle Tall Pot 
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Scott Armstrong 
Night and Day 
Night Day 
Tho darkness swells; The lightness swells; 
it is thicLblood. it is thicLwater. 
It drips with the It drips with the 
constancy of evil among constancy of good among 
men. angels. 
Sinner, Jodas, betray Savior, Jesos, support 
me now; it is yoo me now; it is yoo 
that Ifocos my that 1 focos my 
rage love 
oponto maol yoor opon tD grasp your 
hideoos heart. caring heart. 
Gash me, shred Construct me, restore 
my flesh, rip me my flesh, fix my 
inside failing 
oot. me. 
What is Death? What is Life? 
Rachel Martin 
The Great Toenail Cover-up 
Green polish on 
a man's foot. 
"Look out. 
Lake's polluted: 
Welch's toxic waste, 
your youth camp's sewage 
the trash from the local canning company, 
It's all here. 
Swim long enough and you'll 
end up with fungus 
like I got. 
And keep watch.... 
We also got mutated alligators. 
Nothing safe from this water 
here in central Florida." 
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Steve Smith 
Three Wise Men 
SD silent the night raged in clarion brass 
A lithograph sky pressing metal on glass 
While iced in a cell sketching chemically blue 
We three sat like mice in a trap meant for two. 
Three of us sitting, just two of us wise, 
And the headlights fast-flashing a yard from our eyes 
And the gun-barrel blue of our chariot's sides 
Chambered neatly the bullets our words had devised. 
Four nights in the grave since the sun's weakest ebb 
While the special star spins Dut its glittering web 
And the two of us fly in the face of the earth 
While the lonely one, screaming, balks back from the birth. 
And the silence is humming like arrows in flight 
And the car crashes on through the gash of the night 
And the scales in his eyes safely clot out the light 
While the two of us praying, "If only he might..." 
SD silent it seemed as the spinning wheels slipped 
In the curve on the glaze which the star's fire dripped. 
And the broad, blacktopped way we could no longer see 
As a course straight and narrow we tore to the tree. 
Heat from the engine had melted some snow 
And blood mixed with water was pooling below. 
From the wreckage in darkness they cut out us three: 
One of us dead, the other two free. 
And the special star grew till it filled up the skies 
As large as the Son, and it blinded our eyes, 
And the two of us cried for the joy of our fate. 
While the other, believing, was a wise man too late... 
Jason Harris 
The Zdd Inside My Head 
I live in a world where chickens fly 
And angels clip their wings. 
Gad is a word 
That no one's heard 
Isn't that a sad, sad thing? 
Hippos sqoawk 
And animals talk 
Aboot politics and schizophrenics. 
They see the world in a different way, 
So they laugh at us in dismay. 
Purple lizard's poison 
Seeping through a prairie dog's skin 
Feeling pain that has never been. 
The lizard cries for he only wanted a friend. 
Is this his end? 
Platypus flying, flying high. 
Thinks that she could touch the sky. 
Death awaits her 
Hiding in the clouds, 
Df the unknown superhighways of Disneyland. 
Crickets howl 
Because of butterfly bites. 
Peter Pan is depressed 
Because his fairy's dead 
While Captain Crunch is eating a clock. 
In the end 
Iguanas will pant 
And worms will sing. 
Lovely endings weren't meant to be 
In this world that has its own fantasies. 
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Jenel le  Walker  
Speedboat  
We soar  up and down 
Over  bumps and lumps of  water  
Like sheets  on my unmade bed.  
Gleaming i r idescence;  the t ra i l  ef  l ight  
The sun leaves behind en the lake 
Rushes tu  catch up,  but  never  qui te .  
With the glory 
Of that  shining sphere.  
The wave of  water  s laps  my face;  
I am perched en the prow,  
We speed through waves 
Like a  hook on a  f ishing pole ,  
But  with much more freedom. 
All  sounds are  drowned out  
By the motor;  now deafening.  
Now crooning.  
Unable  to  decide whether  to  be 
A t iger  or  a  ki t ten.  
Shocking col l is ion;  
Concealed rocks 
Rend a  hole  through the s ide,  
Water  gushes in.  
You turn away,  no explanat ions.  
Unfathomable s i lence.  
Not  a  gesture ,  not  even to  t ry  
To patch up Friendship 
•ur  fai thful  speedboat .  
Uncomplaining;  
Into her  watery death she sl ips .  
And that  br i l l iant ,  g lor ious day 
Wil l  be  marked upon 
Both our  memories  forever .  
But  we shal l  bury !• 
Our Friendshipat sea. 
Journey our separate ways. 
Silent, covered with masks, 
Speaking never 
Of our brave little boat 
That held us together. 
Kathryn Proto 
Needle's Eye 
Trent Miller 
Idealistic Reality 
Waking to find the candle still lit, with its dying flame 
The pages drying now, as the ink soaks in 
Ynur mind churning endlessly from the days' wrath 
As you try to make sense of it all 
The sheets rustled from the beginning of a sleepless night 
The bedside glass of water, empty 
Makes one wonder where the time went 
With all the conservation of time, what was wasted? 
Your meetings were never late; each slot was meticulously filled 
Not an interview was skipped, not a conference missed 
Can you remember how your lunch tasted? 
Try and forget that its heartburn you'll remember. 
Your day finally through - a long drive ahead 
Then dinner, "home" work, a jog, the news, then as always 
Alone to bed 
In your comfortable existence 
Away from fear, trepidation: the destruction of success 

Beth Werning 
The Moan and i 
i look up at that Expansive, black, detached night sky 
and i WDnder where the stars went. 
there is a yellow Moon 
(net full, but almost) 
and he hangs pasty and dented 
like a golfball that has long made its home in the water hazard. 
i think of all the nights that the Moon has come up 
to witness, yet again, 
those young couples i see tonight 
walking closely and darkly 
and taking pleasure in the wafts of their Qwn pheromones 
that i can still smell from ten feet away, 
i wonder if the Moon can smell them, too. 
i pass the couple, but we avoid each other. 
couples seek solitude, 
but the solitary find each other. 
maybe that's how 
the Moon found me. 
i look up into his pasty yellow face, 
and he shines pale onto mine, 
and we walk together, 
good friends, true friends. 
like David and Jonathan, we are brothers but not really. 
and it makes me think 
that the Moon is not so much older 
than i am, 
after all. 
!• 
Jennifer Pak 
To the solicitor at my door: 
Don't bother ringing the doorbell-
I will not discourage you 
By slamming the door in your face. 
Since I will not open it at all. 
I do not need your 
New B Improved Karpet Kleener. 
I need no magazine subscriptions. 
I shine my own shoes. 
If you were selling Whole-Grain Truth, 
A Lifetime Supply of Love, 
Or Happiness - ND Assembly Required, 
I would certainly invite you in. 
But the best you have to offer is 
Heaps of heresy, free makeovers, 
And momentary distractions. 
Peddle your wares elsewhere. 
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Justin Harrison 
House 
I cry when I see the starving faces 
And I writhe when I look at the houses in places 
Where they just take up space in their grandeur and grace 
And they're trophies and images used to increase 
The standing and success of those that are inside 
Their God is their stomach, in which they take pride. 
They have become the stomach of the outside fagade 
And sometimes you see people better by looking at their God. 
Those houses look nice and they have a great price 
But inside lies to the true self, true emotion, true vice. 
It is the whitewashed tomb that holds the decay 
Of our distorted image of truth in America's present age. 
I need bigger, I need brick, I need five bedrooms for three. 
Give me patios, decks, and the towering Dak tree 
That grows in the backyard where the children can play 
On the Fischer-Price playground where the potter molds clay. 
For these children learn early that they need to lay 
All their hopes in the things that their parents portray 
Have true meaning and will give you the feeling of May 
When the flowers all bloom and there is no dismay. 
'Cause you mask all your feelings behind the things that you own 
And you seek to get more so that you can have fun 
And live the life that they tell you to live 
And need the things that "obviously" give 
The feelings of happiness and freedom and life 
The things that will keep you from thinking and strife 
The things that will mask all the pain and despair 
That lie in the depths of your own inner soul lair 
Where you can't lie to yourself and you know the truth's there. 
And no matter the material it can't compare 
'Cause this is the place that can't be prepared 
By the money and wealth, for it needs special care. 
!• 
This place is the truth and it dwells in us all 
It desires tn have us and keep us enthralled 
And money and wealth nnly throw up a wall 
Between us and the truth, Our God and Our Call! 
IDG 
Charles DeBard 
Jew in West Kansas 
Outside the town of Ransom 
A golem reaper drives 
Through fields of falling gold 
I see but cannot taste. 
I cry in want of food; 
The golem cannot hear. 
For he is simply made 
Of gold and (golden) flesh. 
The golem offers gold 
To stomach tabernacle 
So far from pulsing vein 
It numbs the (golden) flesh. 
My ( ) soul contracts: 
A pound of Ransom gold 
For equal weight in flesh 
Of a bridegroom's unshod foot. 
Katie McCullum 
Lamp like eyes watching 
Now I may fade into the truth 
Where sea-froth flows 
And murmuring silk awakens my sleep. 
I hear this pensivE laughter, this inhuman sound 
And I fall. To a golden room soaked in gray-
Everyone dances; it is open to the angry sunlit sea, 
Waves lap onto the ballroom floor. 
Feet dance through the foam and we do not stop. 
We hold many trumpet-twisted shells that call 
Immortal silence to sleep. 
Bringing on dreams of our own melting hues, 
The gray, the amber, the burnt red. 
These sooty fingers, these many bare trees 
Rise out of a warm sea; 
And they tremble ceaselessly. 
As if they arE trying to beat time, 
Beat it into the center of the sun. 
Burn it intD their shadows on the tide. 
Here we laugh like the droning of the sea. 
Here is where we dream of the end of the days 
Glimmering waves we seek. TD no avail. 
And there we stay- disconnected. 
IM 
Kurt Morris 
The Point Is Being Made 
Watch autumn slip from a weathered hand 
Holding onto next to nothing. 
Blocking my throat 
Breaking bones 
at breakneck speeds. 
Along wilted country highways 
(known under the auspices of highways in name 
Watching a setting sun. 
Keeping everything on the level. 
Steady as sin. 
Wesley English 
the other half 
rellerblading 
in the rain 
slices many warms in half 
the young businessman 
climbs the corporate ladder 
rendering gravity impotent 
the gray-haired politician 
with a fiery thirst for power 
drinks life and marrow; chardonnay 
the minister of grace 
addresses his congregation 
426 works to earn his way 
the starving actor, 
tomorrow's star of yesteryear, 
models self-worth 
one half of the worm lives on 
but with hours raining 
I can't tell which one 
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Kristen Prillwitz 
A Matter of Hearts 
Dark wood exterior and light-blue satin lining—good, they gut Kelly's favorite 
color. Open—closed would have been better, but her social worker thought leaving it 
open would "aid in closure for her peers." Ann thought she had had enough closure for 
herself and everyone else when she found the body three days ago, but the social worker 
insisted. 
Ann had always threatened Kelly with not attending her funeral—apparently 
that tactic had failed, along with all of the others. But now that the moment was here 
(though everything within her was shouting, run!) she sat rigid in her seat, three rows 
from the back and off to the right, praying for invisibility and fingering a small piece of 
jewelry. She knew the two figures standing in the entryway of the church were Kelly's 
parents; they were her entire reason for coming and the people she most dreaded seeing 
right now...Did they blame her? Would seeing her only bring back a painful reminder that 
their daughter had spent her last years apart from them? Thankfully, she had managed 
to slip in undetected by them only moments earlier. She could, if she so decided, slip 
back out when the service was over, and no one would know the difference. 
It had been nearly two years since Kelly lived in this small town with her par­
ents, so Ann vaguely wondered if anyone but the family and friends of the family would be 
present today. She was more than a little surprised, at first, when a seemingly endless 
line of high school kids began filing in; nonetheless, she was grateful that they would de­
tract attention from her presence in the room. Two girls sat down next to Ann, wide-
eyed. glancing nervously around, and smelling overly perfumed. Ann shook her head; this 
was their first funeral, and they had come more as spectators than as grievers. Widen­
ing her search of faces, she determined most of the young people in the low ceilinged 
sanctuary were there for the same purpose, but even though they weren't particularly 
attached to Kelly Lynn Stiner, Ann knew their shock was real. They had been forced into 
the realization of their own mortality-something not often considered by high school 
kids who think it's the end of the world if they don't have a date for the next school dance. 
She had four others just like them at home. 
Home for Ann over the past sixteen years was a foster home on the outskirts 
of Denver, affectionately called "Mamma's House" by local social workers. The very name 
of the place connoted a large, gray-haired, matronly figure in an apron with a large laugh 
coming from deep within and with plenty of love to overflow the house. Ann Seeling could 
not have been more opposite. At age thirty-six, five foot two, under I3D pounds, and 
adorned with curly dark hair, Ann was single, practical, and increasingly exhausted. After 
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dropping out  of  col lege for  a  few yEars in order  to work and save some money to go back 
to school ,  Ann took a "temporary" job at  Mamma's  House ( then run by a  large,  matronly 
woman) as  assistant  foster  mother-Mamma was gett ing too old to keep up with al l  the 
"spunk," as  she cal led i t ,  of  teenagers-hut  just  unti l  she could afford to pay off  her  loans 
and cover the cost  for  school  without  taking any more out .  Five years,  later .  Mamma suf­
fered a fatal  heart  at tack,  leaving a  twenty-five-year-old Ann to carry on her  work.  Ann 
fel t  i t  might  take more than twenty-five of her  to fi l l  the shoes Mamma vacated.  Since 
then,  almost  f if ty gir ls  passed under Ann's  roof,  some of them staying only days,  others 
remaining for  years at  a  t ime.  But none before Kelly had left  this  way.  
General ly,  gir ls  were sent  to Mamma's  House because of diff icult  family si tua­
t ions or  because of their  involvement with "destruct ive peers" in their  hometowns.  How­
ever,  Kelly was different;  she came from a good home with parents  who loved her  but  
were emotionally spent  and were wil l ing to do anything to help their  child,  including send­
ing her  to a foster  home where she could be closer  to the doctors and experts  who might  
be able to save her.  Ann soon understood their  emotional  exhaust ion:  she could handle 
problem gir ls  who cussed her  out  for  disturbing their  l ives D r  distant  gir ls  who wanted 
nothing to do with her ,  but  not  this  gentle  gir l  who gladly helped her  make dinner and then 
went and sl i t  her  wrists  two hours later .  I t  defied al l  explanation in Ann's  mind,  though the 
doctors repeatedly s tressed to her  that  i t  was a chemical  imbalance in the brain.  After  
each unsuccessful  at tempt Kelly made-there had been seven in the two years Kelly had 
been with Ann-the doctors at  the O'Brien Mental  Health Center  in Denver would explain 
Kelly 's  brain to her  again-where the missing chemicals  were supposed to be and what  
their  functions were.  But no matter  how many t imes Ann saw the diagrams,  she could 
never equate them with the gir l  they supposedly signif ied.  
The medium-sized sanctuary now almost  ful l ,  Ann noticed the congregation r is­
ing to i ts  feet .  She fol lowed their  example and obediently mouthed the words to "It  Is  Well  
With My Soul ,"  but  her  mind wandered back to the conversat ion she and Kelly had a  couple 
months before Kelly swallowed two bott les  of  prescript ion medicat ion and passed away in 
her  bedroom before Ann found her .  
"Ann,  did you see what  my parents  sent  me today?" Kelly asked,  her  blonde hair  
bouncing at  her  shoulders.  The two were in the small  country blue ki tchen preparing din­
ner  for  the six current  members of the household,  something they had done together 
s ince Kelly f i rs t  came to Mamma's  House.  
"No, did you open it  a lready?" Ann said distractedly as  she r insed a fresh head 
of let tuce in the sink.  
"Yeah,  and I got  this ,"  Kelly said,  holding out  a  small  sapphire heart  dangling 
from a si lver  chain around her  neck.  
"Oh, that 's  nice."  Ann couldn' t  remember the Stiners  sending anything but  let-
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ters  before—shE always W E n t  home for  Christmas and her  bir thday.  Maybe i t  was an 
Early "welcome home" gif t ,  and Ann's  heart  jumped at  the thought.  The social  worker did 
mention the possibi l i ty of  Kelly going home in their  last  conversat ion.  She loved the gir l ,  
but  the extreme ups and downs were hard to take.  One day they would be conversing 
pleasantly in the ki tchen while cooking dinner,  and the next  day Ann would be visi t ing a  
subdued Kelly with bandages D n  her wrists  at  the Heath Center ,  l is tening to her  explain 
that  they had taken her  shoe laces away because she had made a fut i le  at tempt earl ier  
that  morning to s trangle herself  with them. And Kelly never had any answers to the nu­
merous "why" quest ions Ann couldn' t  help but  pose.  Besides,  i t  was t ime to put  this  fam­
ily back together.  Kelly had managed to s tay out  of  the Health Center  for  the past  four 
months,  a  record for  her ,  and both Kelly 's  social  worker and Ann thought the new medica­
tion she was on must  f inal ly be,  thank God,  the r ight  combination to s teady the chemical  
imbalance that  was wreaking havoc on so many l ives through one seventeen-year-old 
gir l .  
The sl ight ,  yet  tal ler  f igure of Kelly leaned up against  the countertop next  to the 
sink:  "Do you know what  the sapphire means?" 
Ann said she couldn' t  remember just  now, and Kelly explained that  i t  was the 
bir thstone for  September.  But wasn' t  her  bir thday in May? The s tone was signif icant  as  
a promise—if she could remain out  of  the Health Center  unti l  September,  two months 
from now, she could come back home indefini tely,  according to what  the social  worker 
told her  parents .  Ann thought perhaps she ought to be included in this  inner circle of 
decisions,  and resolved to cal l  the social  worker the next  morning to get  the direct  infor­
mation:  as  i t  turned out ,  Kelly 's  parents  were correct .  Ann congratulated Kelly and of­
fered a prayer of thanks in the direct ion of the cei l ing.  
A week shy of two months,  Ann came home from grocery shopping one after­
noon.  Usually Kelly was the f irs t  of  the gir ls  to be out  helping Ann unload the minivan,  but  
this  t ime al l  f ive but  Kelly were there,  and none of them had seen her within the last  hour.  
Gett ing a  l i t t le  concerned.  Ann headed downstairs  to the bathroom where she had found a  
bloody Kelly so many t imes before.  But surely not  this  t ime—not when she was so excited 
about  going home! Relieved,  Ann verif ied the empty bathroom with a  double look.  Per­
haps she was taking a  nap.  Ann knocked gently on her  bedroom door but  got  no reply.  
Pushing the door cautiously inward,  Ann peeked her  head in and saw the curled-up f igure 
of Kelly lying on the bed-no blood,  she must  be sleeping.  Ann grabbed the blanket  from 
the foot  of  the bed and pulled i t  up to her  shoulders,  reaching her  hand out  to brush the 
semi-curly blonde hair  away from her face—but the face was too pale.  Inst inct ively Ann 
thrust  two fingers toward Kelly 's  neck but  didn' t  feel  any pulse.  St if l ing a  scream, Ann 
yelled upstairs  for  the gir ls  to cal l  an ambulance.  I t  arr ived within minutes to carry the 
body out .  
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The service was nice—what Ann remembered of it. She thought she recalled 
the minister talking about "putting your hope in God." That was nice. Hope apparently 
didn't fit in anywhere else in the world, so it was nice that it belonged somewhere, what­
ever good it might do there. But Ann didn't know any practice other than keeping all that 
she hoped, felt, and experienced to herself—strangers were not welcome at this heart's 
door, not even at times like these. She knew herself to be an island, counting, as experi­
ence had taught her, only on herself. She had managed sixteen years of girls moving in 
and out of her home fine thus far—this wasn't so different; she never saw any of the oth­
ers after they left either. 
The line filed past the casket and out the door. Ann hung back, though, waiting 
to be the last of the viewers SD she could also be the last to pass the parents on the way 
out. She still hadn't decided if the two and a half hour drive down would prove worth­
while; it would be so easy to slip out just as she had slipped in. It was quite possible they 
wouldn't recognize her-they had only seen each other briefly when picking up or drop­
ping off Kelly, and the social worker made all of the arrangements between them, includ­
ing making the call about the death. She fingered the heart necklace in her hand which 
she found under the pillow after the body was taken home. She could always mail it back 
she reasoned. 
Only four or five people stood between her and the parents now. She had 
passed the casket without even seeing it, but she hadn't planned on looking in anyway. A 
table with a white cloth spread on it, however, did catch her eye as she slowly moved by 
it. It looked like a shrine to Kelly with large framed prints of all her senior picture poses 
taken only a month and a half ago at a studio in Denver. Ann remembered the struggle to 
find the right poses for some of Kelly's outfits, half of the traditional senior poses being 
eliminated because they showed the numerous slash marks on her wrists. In every print, 
the sapphire heart was displayed proudly at her neck. 
"Did you keep any for yourself?" Ann turned around to realize she no longer 
had a choice in the matter-Mr. Stiner stood beside her at the table, and his wife was 
joining him. He was tall and stern, but nowhere near angry, with salt streaks down both 
sides of his face. His wife looked frail and like she was about to be sick, but she made an 
effort at a smile when her eyes met Ann's. 
Ann shook her head no, and Mr. Stiner didn't hesitate to hand her the nearest 
print-Kelly, in a light-blue, knit sweater with a high neckline, leaned up against a white 
ladder, one foot on the second step. Ann tried to give it back, but the Stiners assured her 
they had other copies at home. 
Ann was seized with a desire to apologize for letting their child die, and at the 
same time she felt as if she needed to defend herself: How are you supposed to live, when 
every time you go out for groceries you know you might be forfeiting her life? Instead 
she simply held her palm out with the necklace cradled in it. 
If 
"I'm sorry. I guess she was dying the whole time I knew her," Ann said guietly, 
"I just didn't know what tn do anymore." 
Mrs. Stiner slipped past her husband and wrapped her arms around Ann. Ann 
tried tu turn away, but surrendered uncomfortable in the end to the woman's persistent 
embrace. 
"You have suffered with us, and we thank you for that." 
"Keep the necklace," Mr. Stiner said. "It was meant to come home only with 
Kelly." 
Ann nodded numbly and shook Mr. Stiner's hand, walking simultaneously out the 
door and out of their lives. Once secure in her car, she cried all the way back to Denver, 
stopping at a rest area two miles from home to wash her face and give her eyes a chance 
to lose their red tint, both hearts safely out of sight beneath her blouse. 
Ashley Burge 
Untitled 
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Krist in  Conn 
Punk 
Lacing up my boots  
The old Black Lily l ips t ick 
Clamping on the Ear  cuff  
Bracolots  jangl ing;  s i lvEr,  black.  
Star t ing to  feel  l ike me again 
Faded jeans,  famil iar  s t i tching 
In that  te l l - ta le  yel low and 
Smudged s i lver  eyel iner .  
I t ' s  power and i t ' s  passion 
Both belonging and rebel l ion 
There 's  music  and there 's  madness  
In my brain and in my veins  
I 'm fury and I 'm f i re  
I 'm feel ing the old power 
My amulet  c la ims protect ion 
But  I am al l  that  I need.  
IB  
Beth Werning 
This Tree 
•ne at a time 
a piece of bark 
comes off the tree 
one piece of bark 
that is pulled by me. 
I break this thickness 
woody skin 
I exfoliate this foliage 
and break it down in little bits. 
Then I take these little bits 
these brown grits 
and throw them! 
I pick and pluck 
I break and I chuck 
and what I've really come to know 
is 
Trees are really white. 
Corinne Michele  Taylor  
Fountain 
Blinding l ights ,  bodies  pressed int imate ,  I  s t ruggle  to  f ind my exis tence in this  crowd 
I could s ing of  your  love forever  
My cup is  spi l l ing,  yet  this  soul  is  dry,  someone direct  me to  the fountain 
I could s ing of  your  love forever  
I s i t  in  th is  pew,  my hands humming from last  night ' s  del ight  s t ruggl ing to  soak in 
I could s ing of  your  love forever  
Your mercy washes me white  as  snow, those lyr ics  pound my head l ike this  l ingering 
drunkenness  
Could I s ing of  your  love forever? 
I long for  this  body to  be f ree  from this  mind,  I long to  love you and serve you 
I could s ing of  your  love forever  
How often your  echoes but  not  your  impression have been seen ref lected in my l i fe  
I could s ing of  your  love forever  
A display of  your  darkest  pain l ies  nest led in the  groove of  my hear t ,  there  also salvat ion 
I could s ing of  your  love forever  
May I embrace end not  wear ,  ref lect  and not  endure this  f lame 
I could s ing of  your  love forever  
Str iking scene,  vei l  rent  in two,  a  personal  invi ta t ion into the holy of  hol ies  
I can s ing of  your  love forever? 
The empty tomb,  the victory,  cal ls  me to  my place,  my del ight ,  my salvat ion 
I wi l l  s ing of  your  love forever  
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Elaine Friedberg 
A Tree Away From Eternity 
Crash 
Scattered glass, 
Splintered wood and 
Sticky-wet pavement. 
Caught in the headlight's blind stare, 
20tomDrrnw 
now 19 forever. 
Why 
Am I jealous? 
Siby Hil l  
Green pat 
I B  
Wesley English 
In Pursuit Df Yellow 
Like the t ide creeping further  and further  up the beach,  I gradually awoke.  As 
sweet  awareness washed over me,  I found myself  walking,  each font  s teadily fal l ing in 
place in f ront  of the other .  The slow yet  balanced procession brought me out  of  a  s tate of 
nothingness.  
For a  moment I kept  walking,  wait ing for  the memories of when and where I last  
was to join my conscious real i ty.  But nothing came. I s topped.  In fact ,  no memories came 
at  al l .  
"Hey," a  voice cal led from nearby,  "you're in the way." 
The voice s tar t led me,  pouring upon me the harshness of my environment.  Like 
s tanding beneath a  hundred-foot  waterfal l ,  I fe l t  everything with sudden force.  A chil l  
penetrated the sweatshir t  I wore.  The dim light  hurt  my eyes,  the wind whist led in my 
ears  and by body fel t  so foreign.  
"I  said you're in my way." 
I turned around to see a man si t t ing on a  bus bench.  He s louched,  his  arms 
hanging confidently over the back of the weathered wood.  
"I 'd  move if  I were you," he said.  " 'Cause ei ther  a  car 's  going to knock you 
down or  I 'm going to hit  you for  ruining my sunrise."  
Sti l l  confused,  I turned around to face the direct ion he 'd been facing.  Several  
hundred miles of desert  spotted with s iege separated me from a low mountain range.  A 
glow of morning l ight  spread across the mountains '  back.  
I heard the man mutter  something about  "out-of- towners" to himself  before 
addressing me with,  "Man,  I sa id move!" 
I took a  guick glance up at  the road.  The cracked black pavement went  on unti l  
the road disappeared into a  point .  The fading intermit tent  yel low l ines chased the horizon 
with long s tr ides.  
Hearing the man start  up another sentence,  I took a  hand out  of  my sweatshir t  
and raised i t  to  s i lence him. I walked over and sat  next  to the man.  Watching him gaze at  
the mountains for  a  moment,  I not iced he hadn' t  shaved for  a  day Dr two.  He caught  my 
stare and returned a puzzled look.  
"You're very strange,  did you know that?" the man said,  looking back at  his  
sunrise.  
"Are you going anywhere?" I asked.  
"What?" His head turned quickly back to me.  "What does that  have to do with 
anything?" 
"Well ,  you're si t t ing on a bus bench.  Are you going somewhere?" 
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"No, I 'm just  s i t t ing here.  I do i t  every morning.  The man shook his  head and 
continued tD watch the sunrise.  
"Then you're the strange Dne," I sa id.  I kept  my eyes on his  face.  
"What?" This t ime he didn' t  bather  to turn his  head.  "Are you going anywhere?" 
"I  don' t  remember,"  I said,  s l ightly disturbed at  the memory of having no 
memories.  "But I was walking,  wasn' t  I?" 
No words came from the man's  mouth.  Instead,  he faced me with a  look of ut­
ter  confusion.  "What do you mean,  you don' t  remember? 
"I  don' t  remember anything,"  I said,  "but  at  least  I found myself  walking.  I m 
obviously going somewhere,  granted I don' t  know where.  
I le t  my eyes f loat  from his  face to the point  on the horizon where the road 
disappeared.  I found nothing odd about  my si tuat ion other  then the fact  I d idn t  remem 
ber where I was headed.  That  frustrated me.  But a t  least  I was going somewhere.  
"Ah, amnesia,"  the man said.  
"Amnesia,"  I said,  nodding.  Dut of  my peripheral  vision I saw his  head move 
slowly back to the sunrise.  
"That  explains a  lot ,  but  I s t i l l  think you're weird.  
"I 'm not  s i t t ing on a bus bench with no plans on catching a bus.  Smiling,  I 
added,  "But you are."  
I watched his  face scrunch up in a  r idiculous manner.  Hey,  man,  I m going 
places."  He sounded angry.  "Besides,  who are you to tel l  me I m not  going places? Dut 
of  the corner of my eye I could see him becoming quite  f lustered.  I bet  you can t  even 
remember you own name." 
I shrugged,  st i l l  not  looking at  him. I kept  my eyes focused on the point  where 
the yellow l ines f inal ly caught  up with the end of the road,  or  at  least  appeared tD catch 
up.  
The man growled and I could tel l  he was about  to shout .  But instead,  he chuc 
led.  The chuckle turned into a  laugh.  He wiped his  face and then resumed watching his  
sunrise with his  elbows rest ing on his  knees.  The changing shades of yel low in the l ines 
informed me he was probably catching the f irs t  gl impse of the sun.  
"You're so right ,"  he said.  "You're so right .  This  desert  town got  me going no-
w^erE-" „ a , 
"Since when have towns ever been motivators? I asked.  The thoughts ab 
surd!" 
"You've got  a  point .  Towns rarely motivate anyone to go anywhere.  He sat  up.  
"Now, I could see towns as anchors,  always holding you down. 
"Anchors,  no."  I shook my head.  I kept  my gaze f ixed along the length of the 
road.  "Role Models,  yes."  
The man laughed as  he pat ted me on the back.  Role model? 
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I  th ink you've lost  
more than your memory." 
"Anchors hold you against your will. No, you can't blame a town for holding you 
back, but you can blame it for filling your head with nonsense." 
"And so towns are bad role models," he said half-sarcastic. With more sar­
casm, he added, "So, Towns, the local heroes, are filling our kids with silly notions of 
never going anywhere?" He chuckled a bit. 
"Exactly. They sit and they age." I brushed off his smirk with a smile of my own. 
"The last town to go anywhere was Atlantis." 
The man laughed. 
I continued. "A mile down the road your town sits and watches the sunrise eve­
ryday. It has since-" 
"1882," the man interrupted. 
I nodded and looked back down the road. 
The man sat quietly, a solemn expression crossing his face. 
"And I've been watching the sunrise for six years." A contemplative tone 
leaked into his voice. 
"An old sitting town raising old sitting men," I said. 
"Yes, the man and his hero watching the sunrise together inevitably until one 
or the other bids life goodbye." 
"Or one of you chooses to go somewhere," I said, raising my eyebrows at him. 
"And since towns rarely move..." 
I nodded and returned my stare to the road. 
The man, though hesitantly, turned his gaze to the sunrise. 
"But," he protested, "I have nowhere to go." 
"You did," I said. "As a child, before you looked up to the Town in manhood, you 
dreamed of so many places to go." 
"The funny thing is I actually believed I'd go to those places." 
"And you don't remember?" 
"No, man," he said, "adulthood brought realism." 
"No, Man," I said, "adulthood brought amnesia." 
I could almost feel his bleeding thoughts splatter on me as the words delivered 
a blow to his mind. Yet. he kept silent and continued to watch his sunrise. Dut of the cor­
ner of my eye, I watched the sun finally break free from the mountain's grip, pouring out 
the richest of light. 
The sun poured over the mountains and spilt a drop or two on me. As the 
sunlight dripped over my body, realization began to wash over me. My word earned me 
this much and I knew a few more would lead me back to where I could travel from star to 
star. 
"You really don't have amnesia, do you?" my friend asked. 
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His words startled me, but I smiled. "Oh, on the contrary, how could I defeat an 
enemy unless I fought on its level?" 
I began to feel my physical being melt in the warming sunlight. Nostalgic for 
motion, I began to feel the sharp pangs of desire. Just a little longer I could ride the light. 
"It takes most people their entire lives to figure out they've even forgotten 
something and when they do, they find themselves imprisoned to the bench, the sunrise 
their sedative and the yellow lines their bars." 
"Well, that's the funny thing, stranger." 
"What is?" I asked. 
"You know those yellow lines you said were my bars?" 
I nodded. 
"Well, whoever painted them, painted them too far apart to hold me in this cell." 
He stood. 
"Where are you going?" I asked. 
"I don't know, but how can I catch up with my memory if I don't chase after it?" 
He straightened his jacket, and started walking down the road in the direction 
I'd been staring. 
Before the man walked too far, he turned around. He met my eyes, and the 
warmth from his gaze proved to be all the heat I needed to start my journey back. He 
waved and turned around. I felt myself melt into the light with one thought on my mind: 
Tomorrow the yellow lines would have to run much faster to keep the lead. 
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Lindsay Taylor 
the puppet 
skin taut  over banes,  
jut t ing bones.  
al l  angles sharp,  pinched,  cold,  blue,  
she is  geometric .  
wrists  and ankles raw 
and purple 
from the thread wrapped t ightly ' round,  
yanking them to motion.  
no warm womanly curves,  
she is  skeletal ,  
you cao count  her  r ibs;  
touch each one.  
careful ,  do oot  prick your f inger on their  
whit t led ends 
while she dances for  the poppeteer .  
her  cheeks painted gray 
so hollow 
too hollow, 
l ike her  throat  is  sucking in 
swallowing pulpy f lesh;  
l ips,  cheeks.  
eyes bulge from her head 
fashioned too large to f i t  her  shrinking sockets ,  
they don' t  focus 
but  f loat  l ike 
ice io water .  
her  l ips are pulled back 
by str ings 
pulled to expose yellow teeth 
chipped and repaired,  
• I 
pulled by calloused hands 
unseen 
against her will she whispers 
"so this is beauty..." 
C. Emily Toher 
Man with Nn Ears 
Kristin Cnnn 
Dear Tom 
I write this feeble tribute 
Dn a scrap piece of paper 
Judging a shampon bottle's lid 
To be impractical. 
Looking to justify my place 
Selling shallow lies to the lost 
Love in a bottle, self-worth in a jar 
All so vain, so very false. 
Yet I desperately embrace it all 
In a futile search for meaning 
As the garish model's blood red lips pucker -
Primed to extinguish my candles. 
IZG • I 
James S. Spiegel 
People think that you're sweet as honey 
but you're sour as a lime. 
And though you may be powerful, 
you're not as strong as I'm. 
Kathryn Proto 
Angels in the Architecture 
IIHMI 
Charles DeBord 
The Bus 
A satellite 
pinpointed four-dimensionally 
revolves around 
a clock. 
Passeogers enter, and some believe 
the Driver does not know the route. 
These lean forward and struggle 
to seethe stop, 
while those who trust the Driver 
pass into self-ioduced comas, seated, 
backs to the windshield, 
awaiting the end of the traosition. 
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Brendan Lee 
TD My Girlfriend of Four Months, on Her Birthday 
Just once, I would have been an artist. 
It would have been perfect - I'd have painted a picture of us, yuu in that dress you like, 
me in my khaki shorts. And we'd be standing in the middle of a rolling meadow, and even 
though we'd be kind of smallish in comparison to the hugeness of the meadow I'd still be 
able to point us out and you'd be able to tell that it was us. The picture would hang on our 
mantle, and whenever you had a party or something and anyone said 'what a lovely paint­
ing' we'd be able to look at each other and smile and crinkle our noses up, because that 
was us in that painting, and I had painted it. 
So I went to the art store over on 57th and Breyer, and began to shop. I got a small, 
tasteful canvas ($9.99), and some brushes ($5), and a little plastic palette ($3.99 on 
sale). And then I went to the paint aisle, which is a dizzying prospect in and of itself but I 
went anyway because this was going to be a wonderful painting and I love you so much. I 
went right to the oils (you don't do timeless art in watercolors or finger-paints) and I got 
a tube of white, for your dress and the clouds, and some blue for the sky and some brown 
for my shorts and some black for darkening up the other colors. And then I needed green 
for the meadow. 
And they were out of green. I went to see the man behind the counter, and he tried to 
explain something about pigment shortages and a riot in some part of who-knows-where, 
but I found his discussion to be confused and difficult to follow. The general upshot 
seemed to be that he hadnograan to sellme, and he suggested that I try mixing blue with 
yellow. 
I found the very idea insulting, SD I put everything back where I'd found it, stormed out of 
the store, drove home, and spent the next 12 hours in a very deep junk listening to as 
many Wagner arias as I could put my hand to. 
I suppose what I'm trying to say is that I didn't forget your birthday at all - the universe 
simply conspired against it. 
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Kurt Morris 
I made this 
All of its dashing glory 
and into locked parameters. 
Fixed with wingdings. 
I am not what you recalled 
glancing out your kitchen window. 
I remake man in my own image. 
With a chill 
I will recompense 
humanity for all of its losses. 
Towering clouds, falling sun, 
all but ready to escape into oblivion. 
Another time, another place. 
You'll see it. We'll both be there. 
Our heads can explode with our lives 
ensnared hand in hand. 
That's all I wanted: something special. Something sacred. 
Your eyes. Something more. Deep inside. I clutched them 
just right. You were always just right. 
Let me go. It's always for the best to just let me go. 
Everyone needs to let me go. 
I can't decide what I want. Let it go. 
Away from me. Let me go. 
I scream in agony, 
I drown in terror. 
My vision at night is 2D/20 and during the day 
I am blind. 
You will rescue a helpless soul if he isn't growing too weary on your skin, right? 
I play a child's tune on an old harpsichord found upstairs in an attic. 
My room. Not where I wanted to be. Can't imagine how this wouldn't be right. Tomorrow is 
tomorrow is today. 
I've used that line before. And I'm so lonely. Frigid forms carry no dead weight on this 
body 
compared to the shell of loneliness I am forced to bear. Bare. Bear. 
Away from me again. Let me be tonight. With my sunsets and glorified memories causing 
tricks. 
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You will always win with me. I don't think I want tD  gat better. Getting better. I don t  know. 
I just don't know. 
In the glimmer of her eye, I connect. She knows what we both know. I have this terrible 
disease. She recoils. 
Not so much from fear, for she herself is a carrier. Rather, she is ashamed that I now 
know all of her secrets. 
How all of this has built up over the years into who she is today. I want to tear her down 
and grasp her insides. 
But no. 
Not now. For her it is too late. All these years and I am the one she can finally identify 
with. 
But she has sheltered herself. Away from me. Inside herself. 
What's a boy to do when fear has killed his closest competitors? 
That frail body, arthritic knees. 
Worried about nonexistent ordeals. 
Frequently pestering, never content. 
Washing rocks in the yard with a toothbrush at 3pm on a hot, summer afternoon. 
Dbsessive compulsive. Anxiety. PTSD. Major depressive. Manic-depressive. 
I don't want to grow up to be her. 
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Lana Gottschalk 
Ignorance 
Is  i t  wrong to  be ignorant?  
Is  i t  a  cr ime not  to  know? 
Should I explain my weakness .  
Or just  le t  i t  go.  
When I forget  what  to  say.  
When my mind fai ls  to  recal l ,  
Should I s imply give up.  
And le t  my guard fal l .  
The world paints  a  picture  
Each l i fe ;  perfect  bl iss .  
Yet  real i ty  se ts  in 
And I know i t ' s  a  myth.  
The burden of  l i fe .  
The chal lenge of  youth.  
Too much for  this  hear t  
All  Brutal ,  s t ra ightforward Truth.  
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Rob Morris 
Dream #437 
I saw the president today 
inalDSO-something pickup. 
He drove through the country, 
ragged jeans and 
faded plaid button down. 
Flags of Central American 
countries were sewn together 
suspended-
as a canopy over the 
truck bed for some shade. 
I saw the president today. 
StEve Smith 
The World's Twenty-Third 
Rebell ious sheep,  s leep net  
content  outside,  but  hide 
beneath the staff ,  the crook.  
Else turns greener grass 
to emerald pikes -
the field 's  own mirror  
of Roman spikes,  
and every dancing,  laughing brook 
tumbles water  with blood,  
undrinkable.  
Unthinkable love -  creat ion owns,  
and test if ies  with grassy gowns,  
or  drops of sweat  from 
every run which pours and gashes bloody sounds.  
Through shadowed valleys f lows 
each stream, 
with swell ing thunder,  wolfish 
snap,  unti l  i t  hurt les  past  
the Gap,  and fal l ing,  throt t les  
sheepish screams.  
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Lee Hildebrand 
The Shoe Sang 
I wish I had more shoes 
I wish I had mora SIIDES 
I think it would bE nicE to match my shoes 
To the outfit I was wearing. 
I'm vary manly. 
I wish my computer would suddenly go away. 
I wish my computer would suddenly go away. 
I wish my computer wasn't the bride of satan. 
I want to break this machine. 
I wish I had gone to dinner 
I wish I had gone to dinner 
At five instead of waiting till now 
It's five thirty 
I think I'll go 
OK I'm back 
That was good. 
I wish Satan didn't send demons to annoy me 
You'd think they'd have better things to do 
I'm saved, he can't make me go to hell. 
What, is he stupid? 
Stupid Satan go away 
I just want to play 
Like yesterday 
Rhymes with may 
Oh holiday 
So far away 
I was just kidding 
I didn't goto dinner earlier 
I kept writing 
I'm going now 
I swear. 
This sang is over. 
Gloria Pudaite 
Constellation of Time 
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Second Place Nonfiction 
Lia Angell 
School Days of an American Student in Ireland 
Irish wit is quick, cunning, and often perverse. Even the cows that roam the 
pastures in Ireland seem to have a slightly different character from their counterparts in 
other countries. It is a fact that I never fail to appreciate; except Dn the way to school. It 
often happens that a herd of cows, led by a relaxed farmer, will suddenly decide to cross 
the road for no apparent reason other than the probability of the grass on the opposite 
side being more delectable. And here I sit, in a small school van packed with students 
already late for class, when a herd of black Kerry cows decides suddenly to cross the 
country road. Dur school van jerks tD a stop, and our driver sits back in placid resigna­
tion as the long caravan of animals travels across the narrow batharin. The other stu­
dents sigh, and murmur something about "old Ui Cheallaigh not being too happy with our 
late arrival. 
"Too happy? Sure, she'll be furious! Enraged! Do ye know how many times 
we've slipped in late to prayers this week? Twice!" I snap irritably. 
"Oh-ho, the wee American gurrul's kept a tally, she has! Mlcheal 0 Donabhan 
says, snickering. 
"Them Americans and their punctuality! Sure, they're renowned for it! Triona 
adds sarcastically. "Especially the way they arrive right at a war s end! 
"Isn't it a bit odd, though, how with all their punctuality and precision they go 
blowing each other's heads off all the time! Dreadful, I call it, Mairead tut-tuts. 
"Terrible! And I hear," Sfona says, dropping her voice to a confidential tone. 
"that most American children bring their guns to school every day. Disgraceful, isn t it, 
how the D.S. tolerates it!" 
"Ah, but isn't that the Yanks all over! Tolerate everything, they do! Didn't I hear 
in the latest news...." Grainne says, leaning forward eagerly to convey the most recent 
tidbit on those dreadful American's deeds. 
I groan, and turn my head to stare moodily out of the van s windows at the 
wind-swept landscape. I know from lengthy experience that it is useless to attempt to 
interfere in such arguments. The Irish know jolly well what them Yanks are like, thank^ 
you very much—even better than the "Yanks" themselves do. Ridiculing the Americans 
is a favorite game of the Irish, second only to listing the evildoings of the English. 
The Drangemen (the English Protestants), from across the Irish Sea are evi­
dently very cruel chaps. Not only did they cause the Potato Famine, but they also chopped 
down all of the oak trees in Ireland out of pure spite. Never mind that it was over 40D 
years ago. The Orangemen are to blame for mDst nf the world's injustices, as a matter of 
fact. If a farm gate is stolen, "Ah, well, sure it's bound to be the fault of that old English 
bloke down the road!" Even if the weather is poor, it is sure to be "all the Orangemen's 
doing." The only other explanation is that the Good People (the fairies) are at work. In that 
case, it is best not to complain, but to leave well enough alone. 
I draw my attention back to the present. The last cow has finally crossed the 
narrow road, waving her muddy tail as a salute. The criticism on Americans within the 
van has shifted to their peculiar accents. 
"Isn't it dreadful how them Yankees talk? All arrogant and slow, and slurring 
their words together, while they're at it!" Sinead exclaims. 
"Don't they, though! They have such working-class accents and expressions. 
And such odd words they use!" Seamus snorts. "They call the bonnet of the car the hood, 
the boot the trunk; and speaking of that sort of thing, what do you suppose they call Wel­
lingtons? Boots!" Seamus concludes, for whom this bit of information has always seemed 
hilarious. 
"Ah, they are an odd bunch, all right!" All the participants in the conversation 
join in a hearty laugh at the absurdities of "them Yanks" across the Atlantic, as the bus 
draws near the school. 
Instinctively, each voice is hushed. Each student straightens his navy necktie. 
The girls tug their identical gray school skirts past their koees and the boys adjust their 
blue collars and gray pullovers. The conversation of each student changes from English 
to Irish, and we scurry into the narrow main hall just as Headmistress Bean Uf Cheallaigh 
begins the morning prayers. I poke the boy in front of me to prevent him from falling 
asleep. The ability of certain individuals to fall asleep standing upright has never ceased 
to amaze me, despite the danger of such snoozers toppling backward into the arms of the 
person standing behind. 
After prayers, we troop into the classroom, where a class with Infon Nf Fhinn, 
wham all of the students secretly call "High Tower" despite, Dr perhaps because of, her 
very short stature, awaits us. Liam 0 Dhroma, the class clown, presents his usual ex­
cuses for the absence of his homework. 
"So what you're saying, Liam, is that you were walking to school when you were 
accosted by tinkers, who immediately snatched your schoolbag, beating you over the 
head in the meantime, and ran off leaving you for dead in the middle of the botharfn?" 
High Tower inquires sarcastically. 
"That's correct, Infon Nf Fhinn, that's the truth, although I'm not quite sure that 
they left me for dead* Liam replies cautiously. 
"Yes, and I suppose pigs could fly, too, Liam, if you willed them to," High Tower 
adds, smiling dangerously. 
" I suppose, amhuintEoir, if you put a pig in an airplane, it would, indeed, fly," 
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Uam responds solemnly. 
"Now, I'll have none of your cheek, Liam, although I'm a bit surprised that you 
haven't tried to blame this one on the English in some way," High Tower remarks dryly. 
"Ah, I don't know, amhuintenir. A lot of them tinkers, they say, are brought 
aver from the land of the Orangemen," Liam concludes darkly. 
And the class joins in only half-amused agreement that "you couldn t trust one 
of them Orangemen: no, not if your life depended on it! And, for sure, a Yank is nearly as 
bad." 
botharin. a narrow country road 
amhuintaair. literally means "0 teacher"- the correct maoner of addressing a teacher 
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Lindsey Taylor 
Dear Sir 
Dear Sir; 
I regret ta inform you that I cannot 
(in good conscience) 
continue down this path; 
this prison march 
we embarked on. 
The walk began, 
(as these walks always do) 
with bare feet 
and silty ground. 
the lavish sun dripped through 
the leaves and warmed us, 
our interlocking fingers, 
and we declared it good. 
Now, the sun has burnt holes 
in the leaves 
and sores bubble 
on my neck 
and your neck. . 
I trip on the pockmarks 
where rocks have been kicked away. 
I fall in 
the welts 
where the storms 
ate through the soil. 
You walk quickly, 
to escape the heat 
and this whore of a day. 
I have to run to make up 
for my stumblings. 
You have let go of my hand. 
And now we wear shoes. 
UMBII 
The white tatter want unnoticed. 
Hanging naked an the branch, 
a forlorn flag. 
YDU ran right past, 
combating recks 
barking at me to catch up. 
But I noticed. 
It matched the wound in my shirt, 
torn the first time 
my foot 
and a hole 
met, 
forcing the tree to catch me 
arms outstretched in anticipation. 
(yours were not). 
You said we have not been going in circles, 
that your memory is good, you have walked this before 
but I fear the path has deceived us both. 
Dear Sir, 
I write to inform you 
that you are now free 
to guicken your gait. 
Abhineeta  Lal l  
Noise 
Noise.  
Slurred clut ters .  
Like i ron roads dr i l l ing through my brain 
Excruciat ing pain.  
Growing numbness .  
Herds of  rowdy,  rumbling rams.  
Ramble and cram. 
Glood curdl ing screams.  
Trai ls  of  s i lent  gray faces .  
Frozen hear ts .  
Blood pounding i ts  way through my brain.  
Competing for  room against  these vi t r iol  voices .  
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Lynne Ford 
A Choice Ending 
On the edge of the bridge that straddled southern Indiana's Patoka River, Laura 
Carahan closed her eyes and prayed for courage. Clutching the cool, dew covered rail be­
hind her, she leaned forward and lifted her face to receive the rising sun s warmth. It was 
the gentlest touch she had felt in months. Her slight frame shuddered. Her eyes glistened. 
"No more tears," she admonished herself. "You've got to do this, Laura. There s 
no other way." Soon everyone in the tiny, tidy town of Hollings would know what she had 
done while they welcomed the weekend asleep in their beds. 
"She did whafl" her ex-husband would exclaim. After twenty-five years of mar­
riage, David Carahan was an expert on his ex-wife of one day- or so he thought. While he 
would consider her actions outrageous, his annoyance at failing to predict Laura s behavior 
would outdistance any embarrassment. 
Laura had thought about this moment for weeks, every morning when she 
chugged across the bridge in her battered Cutlass to her job at Leonard's Garage, and 
every evening when she returned to her cramped rented house. Today she would do the 
bravest thing she had ever done in her forty-seven years. To seal the promise she had 
made to herself, Laura memorialized it in her journal. It had been her only entry since she 
and David had separated last spring. August 28: jump. 
Laura's world collapsed at, of all places, the grocery store. That Monday morning 
in March, she had clipped coupons, as usual, while reading the Hollings Daily NEWS, and then 
she'd quickly showered. She had taken extra care with her hair and make-up, forgoing the 
usual ponytail and mascara-only look reserved for weekly grocery shopping, and opting, 
instead, for the "works." She wanted to look especially nice for David. Things had been 
strained between them, but Laura wasn't sure why. Yes, David was anxious about the family 
business, but that hadn't explained his increasing withdrawal. 
Carahan Grocers was opened in 1932, the same year David s father, William, was 
born. For decades the store had enjoyed the loyalty and business of Hollings residents: that 
is. until what David called Black Monday: the day a Meijer store opened in nearby Lincoln­
shire. At first the siphoning off of customers was barely noticeable. However, within six 
months, Carahan Grocers was reduced to a milk, bread, and emergency items stop- a glori­
fied 7-11. David, nevertheless, was determined to continue fully stocking the store for the 
few dozen people who didn't care to buy their underwear, cauliflower, and car batteries at 
the same location. 
It was still raining when Laura made the short drive to the grocery store. She 
was already tired of the persistent spring showers and the accompanying grayness that 
covered the town like a veil of mourning. Pulling into the parking lot, she found an empty 
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space close to the front door. A year ago she would have considered the spot a serendipi­
tous gift. Today it was simply a sad reminder of better times. 
Grabbing her purse, she dashed toward the front door. Inside the entryway, she 
selected a cart and headed toward David's office at the back of the store. 
He wasn't there. She sighed. Just another stone of disappointment to add to the 
pile. He knew her Monday routine: 10:00- stop by his office for coffee, 10:15- shop: yet, he 
was gone. She turned to leave, but something stopped her. There on the center of David's 
desk, as if on display, was his Day Runner. Laura was neither suspicious nor curious, but an 
unexplainable compulsion forced her tD pick it up. She slowly unzipped the leather case and 
began to examine David's schedule for the past few months. 
She didn't have a clue what she was looking for. On numerous mornings he had 
written am next to the hour, but failed to note whom the appointment was with. "You've lost 
your mind, Laura," she said wryly. Zipping the book shut, she hurried out the door to do her 
shopping. Now that both boys were away at college, she easily finished in less than twenty 
minutes. 
While the store had six check out lanes, nowadays only tow were every open. 
Dottie Carlisle was busy with a customer, so Laura pulled her cart into Amy Mailer's lane. 
The young woman stood with her back to the conveyer belt, engrossed in the latest National 
Enquirer. 
"Hello, Amy. Find anything interesting?" asked Laura. 
"Would you believe?" Amy started to reply, but when her eyes met Laura's they 
widened as if she'd just seen Elvis. And that's when Laura knew. Guilt emits a scents that 
the injured party can smell, am. Amy Mailer. The anis on David's calendar, sometimes two 
and three times a week for the last three months, were Amy. 
Laura started to shake. The room seemed to close in around her, suffocating her. 
She stumbled out of the store, jumped in her car, and peeled out of the lot. It was pouring 
now: the sky dressed itself in black, as if for a wake. 
Laura was sitting in the darkened living room when David finally came home. He 
stood silently in the hall archway, waiting for her to speak. "We can work this out, David," 
she said. He didn't reply, but slowly and deliberately turned away from her and went up­
stairs to their bedroom. He moved out that night and called a lawyer the following day. 
The next few months were a blur. Laura discovered she had little to show for her 
twenty-five years of marriage. They had no money. David had emptied their savings account 
and taken out a second mortgage on the house in order to keep the store solvent. They had 
no choice but to sell the house to pay off the mortgage. She moved out with a few pieces of 
furniture, several boxes of personal items, and a nasty head cold. 
Her new home was a charm less ranch on the town's west edge. Her best friend. 
Barb Carson, helped her find the rental, along with her first job in twenty-two years. Barb 
nan the Hollings Daily News and gave Laura a heads-up on both opportunities before their 
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ads ran in the paper. 
By August Laura had tasted enough of her new life to know she couldn't survive 
on its meager sustenance. She was alone, afraid, and crippled by her own passivity. Then 
the final divorce papers came. That's when Laura decided to make August a month of end­
ings. 
On the edge of the bridge that straddled the Patoka River, Laura Carahan was 
ready to say goodbye. She raised up on her toes and pushed off into a perfect swan dive. 
She forced her eyes to stay open. The instant her feet left the ledge, she started to 
scream, a pouring out of all the hurt, fear, and anger bottled-up inside her. In seconds the 
water was within reach. She stretched towards it. At that moment, the cord strapped to 
her ankle reached its greatest point of tension and recoiled, sending her spiraling upward 
toward the bridge. 
"Did you get it? Did you get it?" Laura shouted to Beth, as the cord bounced her 
up and down like a yo-yo. "Several," Barb hollered back from the riverbank. "This camera 
is amazing. You are tonight's front page story, Laura Carahan." 
While the story was actually about bungee jumping- Barb Carson's new hobby- it 
as Laura's photograph that had the town talking. "What was she thinking? She's a grown 
woman!" and "did you hear she got a tattoo?" were tow of the comments Laura heard 
whispered when she did her weekly shopping at the Meijer store. 
She only smiled. For Laura didn't' simply jump off a bridge. No, she also made a 
leap from the past into the future, tossing her fears- and the ashes of her divorce papers-
intothe wind. 
Wesley English 
Our Sunday Evening Dinner 
The end of tradition 
broken - like a bottle in a brawl -
cuts sharp 
Wesley English 
Hypnntism 
yeeellllDoow 
white white white 
yeeellllooow 
red red; red red 
wite wite; wite wite 
grey 
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Natasha K. Fast 
Sacrifice 
As the judge entered the courtyard of his home, Ana nodded to her servant girls to 
begin playing their tambourines while she began to dance in the intricate pattern she had 
created just for this special moment. Ana, only child of Jephthah, judge of Israel, knew her 
father would be pleased with her elaborately planned celebration of his victory against the 
Ammonites. 
Jephthah and his generals were dismounting from their horses when they saw a 
flurry of movement within the doorway of the dark house. As tambourines began to beat a 
fast rhythm, a beautiful girl of about sixteen years, dressed in the finest blue silks her father 
could afford, stepped and swirled out of the lily-bedecked doorway. Constantly spinning, her 
bracelet-clad arms never at rest and her anklets jingling, she moved quickly and gracefully. 
Ever nearer the girl drew to the men. 
With one last frenzied display of beauty and energy, the girl danced and then threw 
herself to both knees before her father as the furious tambourines stopped abruptly. Ana 
lifted her jewel-adorned head coyly, but her smile faded into confusion as she saw the dis­
mayed face of her father. For one moment, the only sound was the heavy breathing of the 
dancer and the stomp of a horse's hooves. Then, Jephthah's anguished cry brought Ana 
frantically to his side. 
"What is it, my lord?" she asked, afraid he was wounded. He fell to his knees, lift­
ing clenched fists and tortured eyes to the sky. 
"My God! No! he cried. 
Ana dropped to her knees before him and placed her delicate hands gently upon 
his chest. "What is it, my father?" she asked again. He finally met her soft, brown eyes and 
placed his large hands on her small shoulders. 
"Oh, God, not you, Ana!" he cried once more. "It would be better if you had never 
been born!" Ana stared at him. He explained in a raspy voice, "I vowed to God\\\a\. if He 
made me victorious I would sacrifice as a buret offeriog\\\a first thing that came through 
my doorway today!" 
The silence was oppressive. Then, the sound of the girl's heart-wrenching sobs 
filled the air as she buried her face in her ring-clad fingers. The judge stood shakily to his 
feet and trudged toward the lily-bedecked doorway. 
Much time passed as the girl crouched all alone in the middle of the courtyard. 
When the tears finally subsided, Ana lifted her head. No one was in sight. She rose unstead­
ily to her feet, her bracelets and anklets jingling lightly. Taking a deep breath and wiping her 
tears away with her fingers, she lifted her chin and walked resolutely back to the house. 
All was unnaturally quiet. The servants had disappeared. When Ana's eyes ad-
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justed to the semi-darkness, she saw her father seated at the table to her left with his head 
in his arms. One hand clutched the sacrificial knife. She walked softly toward him and 
rested her hand his hand on his shoulder. How could she say what she knew must come 
from her? 
"My father," she said quietly but forcefully. "Lift up your face, and be proud! You 
are the leader of Israel now, and you must do what you have vowed to God. I only ask that 
you let me go into the hills with my friends for two months to mourn..." her voice broke, and 
she barely finished, "...mourn that I will never marry." 
Thoughts of Joshua overwhelmed her, and her heart screamed at the injustice 
being laid upon them. Jephthah had arranged his daughter's marriage to a man she truly 
loved, but now, she had to forfeit that love. 
Jephthah raised his head and stared down at the blade that he clutched in one 
white fist. "Go!" he consented in a hoarse whisper. 
Ana bent and placed a gentle kiss-a final kiss-on his forehead. As she walked 
away, he spoke once more. "It would be better for an accidents happen out there than for 
you to return to die at my hand." 
Without looking back at him, Ana left as quickly as she could. She found a dis­
tressed servant girl and sent her to ask three of Ana's girlfriends if they would mourn with 
her in the hills. Then, she exchanged her silken clothing for coarse garments. Packing a few 
necessary items, including a bow and arrows and hunting knives, Ana strapped them on a 
donkey and led the animal out of the courtyard and toward the city gate where she would 
meet her friends. 
Several days passed before Ana had any need to hunt. As she sat before the eve­
ning campfire, she pulled one hunting blade from her sack and fingered the sharp edge 
lightly. An "accident" her father had said. ZWz/she kill herself? Surely that would be much 
kinder to her father than tD make him do it. But what would God do to him if he did not keep 
his word? It would be senseless and shameful for the judge of Israel to die because a 
woman kept him from fulfilling his vow. Yet, her father's vow had cost him what he treas­
ured most! Thatms senseless and shameful! 
Her friend's soft touch on her shoulder scattered Ana's thoughts. "Someone is 
climbing toward us from the valley," she told Ana quietly. 
"Man or woman?" Ana asked, jumping to her feet. She gripped the knife more 
tightly. 
"I don't know. What should we do?" 
"Tell the girls to string their bows. We are four, and this person is only one." 
They waited, bowstrings taut, as the shape approached and finally burst into the 
fire's circle of light. 
"Joshua," Ana said, her eyes wide. Her friends recognized Ana's fiance and low­
ered their weapons. Ana could not speak as delight and dismay battled within her. 
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He approached her slowly and stopped in front of her. With the fire to his back, 
Ana could not see his face. Suddenly, he pulled her into his arms, and although Ana strug­
gled momentarily, she finally let him hold her as she cried in pain against his chest. She 
knew this was wrong, but she wanted him—her lifE-so much. She felt his hands on her 
back, in her hair. She felt his kisses on the top of her head, on her temple, on her cheek. 
The pain was unbearable. She pushed him away and stood shaking and crying with her 
head turned aside. 
"You should not be here," she managed to say, wiping tears away with the back 
of her hand. 
"No, it is /a/who should not be here!" he replied earnestly, grasping her shoul­
ders with both hands and forcing her to look back at him. He turned her sideways so they 
could see each other in the firelight. "Your father was wrong to make such a vow. He 
declares he made it to God! Ha! God would not allow such a thing. If you go back to him, 
you will be submitting yourself to the selfish whims of some no good..." 
Ana placed her fingers on his lips, cutting off his spiteful words. Even though 
she felt the same way as Joshua about what her father had done, she still loved her father 
dearly. "Beloved," she said sadly as a single tear rolled down her cheek. He wiped it away 
tenderly with one finger, and she gripped his outstretched hand in both of hers. "Rightly 
or wrongly made, a vow is a vow." Now, Joshua cried angry tears as he placed his free 
hand over both of Ana's. 
She smiled forlornly. "I love you Joshua, but I must allow my father to keep his 
word." 
"No, Ana!" 
"Please do not try to dissuade me, and do not try to come here to me again. 
Our love can no longer be. I am here to mourn, and I will keep my word, as my father will 
keep his. God is not to be mocked, and a vow made to him must be kept. May God respect 
my loyalty and obedience to my father. Joshua, I will da what I must da" 
He stepped back from her, his anger visible as the fire's reflection in his eyes. 
"A curse on Jephthah! May God show him no mercy," he muttered. Theo, he turned and 
strode off into the darkness. 
"Do not hate him, Joshua!" she cried, reaching out one arm helplessly after his 
retreating form. She clasped her hands to her chest and dropped her head as hot, an­
guished tears fell freely. Then, she wept bitterly and loudly. After all, she wayhere to 
weep. 
When two months were over, Ana, followed by her three friends, walked out the 
hills with her head held high. She, alone of the four, did not cry. Her father, knife in hand, 
was waiting for her in the gate of the courtyard. Without fear or hesitation, Ana knelt be­
low the judge's outstretched arm and forgave him. 
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Elaine Friedberg 
Bubblehead 
I heard. 
I laughed 
At the distance of it all. 
A selfish response; 
"I'm always the last to know." 
The implications and my expectations 
Were as yet unrealized 
And so I remained unfazed. 
I heard again. 
I cried 
At the pain of it all 
Thousands dead: 
"Tonight is the coldest night of the year." 
The shock wave stretched out 
And rumbled through my heart. 
We will never be the same. 
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Nicolette Solak 
Only Dreamed 
I once dreamed 
of you and I talking. 
I was sitting there 
while ynu were lying dnwn. 
It seemed as if you 
had just dropped by. 
Then I realized ynu were opening up tn 
Have you ever dreamed of 
someone so beautiful? 
Have you ever wished 
that it was true? 
Have you ever woken up, 
and realized it didn't happen? 
You were so close 
for that moment 
I believed it 
to be real. 
You spoke to me like 
I was the only one that mattered. 
I think you thought, then, 
that we were supposed 
to be together. 
Have you ever dreamed of 
someone so beautiful? 
Have you ever wished 
that it was true? 
Have you ever woken up. 
and realized it didn't happen? 
Andrew Broucek 
The Band 
Around an oak stump 
Sat three funny gumps, 
Each with a pipe in his hand. 
One grew a beard 
As long as he dared 
For he was the laziest brand. 
The second, called Gunther, 
Was really quite dapper 
And he was so wealthy and grand. 
Last, but not least, 
Comes the biggest of beasts, 
He towered way over the land. 
Now, these three characters. 
With their own, strange behaviors, 
Decided to strike up a band. 
[I do not know how 
They came up, just now, 
With the scheme so hastily planned.] 
Nonetheless, they conceived 
That they would receive 
Fame and good fortune, and be in demand. 
A guitar, the first one played, 
Like a lazy parade 
That got stuck in a bog of quicksand. 
Poor old Gunther 
Served as lead singer 
But his pampered vocal cords were in strands. 
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The beast pounded away 
On the drums all day 
And he looked like he'd burst a thick gland. 
When they all gathered 'round 
Together they'd sound 
So awful a din, no one could stand. 
They never thought 
How good they were not 
Until their first show, when their music got banned. 
Now these three gumps, 
Sit around in the dumps 
For their career had been canned. 
First Place Nonfictien 
Rachel Martin 
Being Consumed 
A two-lane road-#//#/l%-and two ditches-#/W-protect us from the prai­
rie fi vz-roof fire. A nature preserve-//// Grandma's attic-m original mid-western 
prairie-//// Grandma s small ranch house spitting fire from its roof-\mx\s,-casts aerie 
shadows on our home next door-'m imitation of natore's annual lightning fires—^z//// 
nearby so Momma could take care other parents. I a m 19. / watch my salt at three. 
I sit on the slope of the far ditch-/// Grandma's back bedroom-survmnfaA by 
students and community members-encased with my little sister in blankets andpii-
///(f^ engrossed by the flames rising and licking in bursts of Indiana mxA-hearing 
Momma stomp and yell in the attic. Smoke fills the air-my little sister, just born, coughs 
on the smoke- and blows away from the group-which an open window draws through 
thehouse-i white bank over fiery rapids-and back outdoors. 
The annual burning of the prairie-an unexpectedchimney /fo-which the fire 
department supervises from nearby- the fire department refusedto come. The police 
sit-and when Momma called the //z///z/#-their cars lining the fence row-they trans­
ferred the call back to the fire department-as one fireman- who still claimed it was too 
/^ jabbers at them through a walky-talky-... out of their jurisdiction. 
The fire-setters zipper across-Momma combats the flames #/z///#-the golden 
field blackens-/// the attic-bddmA their flame-throwers and kerosene-armedonly with 
a rake and a garden hose hooked to a spigot outside. "Do you think the heat will force 
them out soon?"-/hear Momma shriek as water snaps oftchimney bricks-z fireman 
asks a bystander-//////# off like buttons. One of the fire-setters-/1#/?/#///// to stay where 
^///w/f/Z-scratches his left arm-snapping back in her face-m\\\ dingy fingernails-//// 
her arms- and briefly his fire sprays an arc of orange over dried sage-andher skin, 
cooler than the chimney waits. Quickly he re-angles his flame to the base of the plants— 
she continues to spray the spigot water. 
Along the fence row-/#/Vf#/W/z/#///z/#//w#>^bystanders gather-/?###/////# 
/####^ capturing the wraiths on film- trying to convince Mom to come down andlet the 
house burn-mA seeing how close they can get before the police stop them-#//##, the 
house can't be replaced, but "it's not worth the risk, doanjie. "A manager for the local TV 
station directs her roving cameramen-Grandma tells me to "Holda sheet corner to the 
baby's face"-wA runs up and down the fence row untangling cables and rescuing exten­
sion cords-//// little sister coughs anyway. Grandma continues to watch the attic stairs. 
Nearest the flamz-outside the window-siznA a faded towhead and her thin-
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bred husband—Grandmas "pet"robin. Her dress, a florid gabardine—Grandma resound 
him from certain death- flaps around fat calves—sftnr he crashedinto hnr gloss sliding 
door-in the blustering heat—sings. On her husband's balding head —'7thinkhn'sstarteda 
family, -beads of sweat pop and glisten aran^a—Grandma says tnme— clashing — "Where 
is Joanjie?"-w\f\\ his remaining auburn hair-spoken softly tn thE doorpost. 
The gabardine woman clasps a large black pursE—/pulla crochetEdafghan-Xa 
shelter-knittedby Momma-yarX of her—/z7 /77^—from the flaming warmth- to rub 
against my lips. With nervous glances—my little sister-af\a nudges her way—tries to roll 
fflw-under her husband's arm-andgats caught in api//ow-m\i\\ his left shoulder-^ 
lets out a soft mew-yraXzzXs her other half-andGrandma comas to turn the baby onto 
her back. He draws away-she trios to roll again The blistering haaX—sho hits my arm 
with her fist- drives away &zd\rz-as I continue-far physical contact-to rub the woof-fiuX 
she readjusts the purse—over my lips and cheek-^ raba his arm and follows-watching the 
pastel strips- treads on the back of his shoe-mix andgyrate-as he steps closer to the 
field-over the mountain of quilts. 
The golf cart full of fire-setters buzzes to the firemen-my little sister reaches 
up to Grandma-far consultation. The oldest setter-andgrandma-gadnm^ his red base-
hall cap back Dn his head—making soft clucks-\aans towards the fire chief for a chat-
reaches down andpicks her up. The chief breaks aanvaeaalm-before she sits-wffo a 
flick of his hand-beside me on the bed. I can't hear the reply-"What do you think ofallof 
this, Gosebud?"-haX the other setters turn their backs to him and watch their fire-she 
uses Mamma's pet name for me-as the old one tugs his hat-and'/just shrug-baaY down 
over his eyes-andpull the afghan tighter aroundme. 
The chief returns to his men-Grandma rubs my sister's fuzzy head-far more 
jabbering-aw/pats my knee that I've drawn dose to my chin. The old setter motions the 
youngest—her eyes remain focused-a blond who looks like a fattened high-schooler—on 
the attic stairs-'m cut-off khakis and a black tee shirt-steep andcarpeted with smoke 
The youngest ^aazas—for a second-Xawavb a teal ian-Momma's tennis shoes-\\a\&m§ a 
passel of blond children and their mother, his wife-appear on the stairs. The mother-A//1 
Momma-nwzr looks at \m-never comes down-baX remains—/^////yz^—transfixed by the 
rising flames-to the sparking fire 
The young man shrugs—Grandma gets ug-^ raha a canister of kerosene—still 
holding my sister-anb hops in the back of the cart-andbeginspacing-f\\a sneakered feet 
swinging over the edge. Before the chief can yell-the baby begins to cry-Xba two of them 
zigzag across the field- full-throated screams- flashing fire wildly- that turn her face 
red-at any untouched area-andstreaked. Flames beneath his swinging faaX-she coughs 
on the smoke. The chief shouts into the black box-Grandma pats her back— in his hand-
and moves her to the other shoulder. One of the yaffcamzn-Momma stays-a\\\f\a forward 
in his saaX-upstairs-anb turns down the volume-probably can't even hear the racket-m 
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his car-over the fire. 
The mother looks about her io surpris z-baby refused to quiet-^ a new spires 
of flames breaking-and a fresh wave of smoke comes-\\w dream-world-/77,?l//7^ *?//#/ 
us choke. She looks at the golf cart-my eyes water-and reaches over to vda-andmy 
ooseruos-the shoulder of a little boy dressed in khaki and black-Grandmaplaces my 
sistEr back beside me-s\w.d^  on the seat beside \\m-and reaches up her paisley 
sleeve for Kleenexes. 
As the cart weaves across the prairie-the smoke contioues to pour down the 
open stairway-^  bystanders begin to breathe-as1 Grandma looks atme-mwz 
quickly-and whispers-m expectation—7 wish your Mommy would come down '-vh the 
next burst of energy—//7Z7£^ -and mountains of smoke -"Metoo." 
They draw closer—she hugs me. The tow-headed woman tugs at the man's 
pinstriped sleeve-Grandma reaches for us kids. He jerks out of her grasp-andputs us 
in her lap. She taps him on the shoulder-ste/te.s'fis'-whispers something with many 
head shakes-/77/^fi?/-and then walks across the road- and then my sister s. A man in 
a green polo shirt- "Too bad your Grandpa isn't A?/w "-props one foot on the fence— 
Grandma tightens myponytait-w.^ . leans in toward the heat to watch-Tfe couldalways 
convince Joan to be reasonable. Then, it happens-*? era?/; The field ignites-//®77/<?//& 
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Charles DeBord 
The Worm 
The worm turns the world 
Around him into a path for sifting, crafting 
Waste out of the earth. 
Cut the worm npen. You will 
See thirteen hearts forcing blood. 
Thirteen is nine plus four; 
nine planets orbit the sun, the whole universe centered Dn 
an apple of gold. 
four is the number of the elements, housed in all that 
lives or dies or does neither, not caring 
for the consciousness that sees the square, four-sided 
which squared is sixteen, that is six and ten; 
ten being the perfect and total names of God 
and six the imperfection of seven, and therefore of fullness. 
Take three away from that and you have 
removed the triune Godhead from his names, thus you have 
That which lies 
In the cavity of the worm. 
It is said that the worm cannot see what he eats, and 
I think that this is true, for if he saw 
His meal, he might be sensibly repulsed, 
Hot that he has the dirt to eat, but that 
He eats the dirt. 
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Lana Gattschalk 
My Tears 
My tears pour out in great torrents 
down the rivets in my face. 
My burning eyes search the sky 
for answers... 
The only light for miles around 
is an enormous red ball 
suspended in the air. 
On its surface, a man cries out also. 
Twisted in anguish, his face 
resembles mine. 
His tears sparkle like diamonds 
as they float about 
near him. 
Hundreds, thousands of droplets, as far 
as the eye can see 
Yes, God does understand. 
For even His beauty shows sorrow. 
And even His works feel the burden 
•f the world. 
My streams of tears run into the rivers of 
all the nations'. 
God hears our cries. He will answer. 
Vengeance belongs to Him. 
Yet Love is His way. 
All of our pain has been taken. 
AH our grief; already unloaded. 
He holds the keys to our 
hearts, and also Dur souls. 
My tears mix with His blood 
and His sweat. 
His holiness abounds and 
seeps into every crevice 
of where He reigns. 
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Brandon Carl 
Reflections 
I came in search of a memnry, 
I left behind a piece of my soul. 
The trees anxiously tell a story 
Of a summer forever locked in time. 
The faint glow of the street lamps reveal 
Two shadows that once danced beneath their light. 
Oh, hew vast the mind. 
That it should hold the moments of eternity. 
Oh, how jealous the heart. 
That it should never let them go. 
'Tis humbling to sit upon this place 
Knowing that here an angel spread her wings, 
Surpassing even Aphrodite 
In all of her infinite splendor and majesty. 
Who does love think she is 
That she may enter without asking and dwell forever? 
Why does time hold her captive 
When she so desires to move freely as she pleases? 
I cry out to my Creator 
Searching for wisdom apart from the confines of myself. 
Faithfully He answers, saying 
I am above all that is known, I am outside of all time. 
I have fathered love, 
Releasing her from the depths of my breast to abound 
In the lives of those I choose. 
She is a treasure among men, more precious than diamonds. 
And these are the days 
I will remember until the end of time. 
IIBMi 
What better artist is there than the mind? 
He paints perfection in vivid colors and wondrous strokes. 
And as I stand to leave, 
I smile as I discover that which I came to find. 
The story has yet to begin, 
My visions of the past stand small in light of the future. 
I came in search of a memory, 
I left behind a piece of my soul. 
Suz Johnson 
Coloros Alhambra 
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Steve Smith 
Harvest Moon 
The moon rested. 
I saw her stop there 
Atop the trees 
And freeze. 
As though gauging 
The distance from 
Shore to shore, 
And all that cold water, 
And the onseen channels, 
And much, much more. 
Deeply bronzed and luminous, 
She seemed to me 
A model hired for her 
Stunning curves; 
To represent an image that 
She maybe couldn't be. 
Nerves. 
She trembled gently 
Against the leaves. 
Then, in a moment. 
Struck out swimming. 
Leaving her golden mantle 
On the trees. 
BethWerning 
Goose Egg 
It was a lovely day in Taylorville, to be sure. The sun was shining, the birds 
were chirping, and the dragonflies were giving each other looks that were making the 
cattails giggle. I, for one, was expressing my happiness on this beautiful day by going for 
a leisurely jog. On beautiful days, it seems, there is nothing like a leisurely jog. 
NDW, my "leisurely jog" route was one I made up as I went along, but it always 
included the basic "through the woods and around the lake," which meant that I would 
have to go past the goose nests. It was that time of year-the dreaded Springtime. And 
you know what happens in Springtime: everyone gets that silly grin on their face, and 
when creatures of opposite gender (including Taylor students) find matching silly grins in 
each other, they become, as Friend Owl of Bambiput so well, "Twitterpated." When col­
lege students get twitterpated, well, that would be another creative non-fiction piece in 
and of itself. But when geese get twitterpated, they build nests and lay eggs, and get very 
cranky. Probably because they found out that twitterpation is not exactly all it was 
cracked up to be. 
But anyway, back to my jog. Since it was twitterpation season, and I was, on a 
consistent basis, passing the goose nesting grounds, I had marked the spot where I would 
have to pick up my pace because I was also, on a consistent basis, being attacked. It had 
become predictable: Mother Goose would come out and emit a lovely hiss, extended, like, 
"hissssssssss," prior tD charging. The round body would waddle with a force; the head 
perched on a neck that looked more and more like a red-eyed snake with a facial expres­
sion that would be comical to mimic. It was as if she saw you infrared, like the Predator, 
and she would come at you, full speed, flapping and furious, with every intent to physically 
maim you. So, you run. And all the little goslings watching back with Daddy Goose seem to 
honk with laughter, but Daddy gives them a look and says, "Now children, you know why 
she's running from Mommy." Then they are silent. 
That day, I came to the spot with a bit of anticipation. I knew that I was fast 
Enough to outrun this goose, and was ready tD taunt her with my speedy elusiveness. I 
broke into a sprint, and tore past the nesting grounds uninhibited. Ha ha, I thought. / win! 
And I jogged happily with the golden victory of a champion's adrenalized heartbeat. 
But when I turned around, there was no Mother Goose. In fact, there was no 
Daddy Goose, or any goose. I went back, just to see if I could find her to come out and 
Ehase me, and was ready at a moment's notice to tear off again. But she didn't come out. 
And then I did\ind her. It was awful. 
My guess, in thinking the best of my own race, is that someone had acted in 
self-defense, and had left the body to nature. But I don't know that it wasn't some stupid 
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kid or oven one of my fellow students, that had broken the neck of this beautiful Canadian 
beast and had left her in the water among the cattail reeds. That was the end of my jog 
right there. I looked at this mother, and then at the nest she had so carefully put to­
gether, and had sacrificed her own underbelly feathers to complete for the purpose of 
raising the family that was still encased in the hard oval shells. 
That empty moment passed; my next instinct was to take action. There were 
still living birds inside of those eggs, and if I didn't try to keep them warm myself, they 
would be dead by that night. I wasn't about to sit on the nest, for reasons beyond just that 
it smelled like goose poop. But, I recalled having made an incubator in childhood, and I still 
remembered how. I would also need some assistance—and someone crazy enough to help 
me save goose eggs. Someone who would find it at least a little bit logical. 
And I thought of Christina Barreras. 
Christina is a biology major with a passion for nature I have found to match my 
own (which I thought was impossible). A true aesthetic. I had also recalled her saying that 
she had wanted to raise chicks, and I thought. What luck!Chicks, geese.... Hardly a differ­
ence. in the grand scheme of things. Because, a bird is a bird when it comes to the anal 
farm fowl. 
And her calm voice on the phone said, "Oh, yes, Beth, I will help you!" And that 
she did, in a pink bandana. 
When we arrived at the scene of the crime, I didn't give Christina much time to 
take it in. We were on a mission now, but we kept the conversation pleasant. There was OD 
need to hurry that. 
Christina held the shoebox out to me, calmly, as I loaded it with goose-nest 
feathers and carefully placed the eggs in, one by one. Christina's deep eyes brightened, 
like poppies breathing the first morning sun. It was an opportunity for temporary mother­
hood, and for assisting nature. 
"You've made an incubator before, Beth?" she asked. 
"Well, yeah, when I was younger." Another egg in the shoebox. "I actually 
hatched a chick, too! I named him Peppy. He died within a week." The irony struck her 
where I hoped she would notice it, and she repeated. "Ha, and his name was 'Peppy'!" 
The long trudge back to the dorm kept our feet busy while we talked of what we 
would do with the eggs. We decided that it would be best to keep them in my room for the 
night, since Nusshaum, the science building, would not be prof-occupied until the next 
day. Then we could get the needed assistance. We also agreed to keep it a "secret" from 
my PA, Amy (which was nets good idea). My roommate, Jennifer, was not excited about it. 
I took two boxes and put one into another, then cut a mutual hole through the 
side of both. My lamp became lampshade-less; the bulb side went through the hole, so the 
bulb was on the inside. Stuffing newspapers and towels between the spaces around the 
inner box, I created an insulating padding to trap the heat, and with a switch of the lamp, I 
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had- voilal-a genuine bona fide fire hazard. Christina thought it was ingenious. Jennifer 
thought I was nuts. But she had reason to be worried. She had lived with me long enough 
to know that her roommate was not above putting both of the room occupants' lives at 
stake for the sake of any wild creature that needed saving. 
It was at this point that I left the room to go to dinner, and also left the 
"incubator" plugged in, and fully loaded. When I returned, I first saw the sticky note on my 
door, purple ink, that read, "Beth, come find me. Amy" and second, my protesting room-
mate-a true sweetheart-saying, "Beth, I didn't tell her! She came in here and she saw 
your thing, and she asked...." I looked over at the wall to my strange cubical bundle, un­
plugged, and I knew that there was not a way out of this. I was breaking rules, but my 
brain was telling me. No, Amy doesn't understand: There are children at stake, and she is 
going to make me kill them! 
And so I returned to my primal maternal instinct. I booked it, and with the kids. 
My first motion, absurdly as it sounds, was tD call Bill Green. May I remind you, my 
brain was not working. "Bill!" I said, and began a succinct-perhaps too succinct-
rendering of my present dilemma. 
"Whoa whoa, Beth! Are you okay?" he asked. 
"Just, Bill, helpmd" 
"Calm down!" He sounded worried. "Beth, you just stay right there. I'm bringing 
Andrew; we're coming to get you." 
"Gkay," I said, and hung up the phone. 
But I didn't know if I could wait ten minutes for them to get all the way from 
Sammy tD English. In fact, I couldn't. I unplugged my babies and hustled for the door. And 
another door, and another door. I would meet them halfway. 
The navy sky was clear and brilliant, and the perfect flavor of cold. I would have 
stopped just to hold my breath and bless God's heart if I hadn't been in such a hurry, SD I 
thanked Him hurriedly. The library stood in the middle of my path and I wondered if Bill 
and Andrew would be going through or around. But agh, more doors. I thought. And I went 
around. 
I got all the way to Morris lobby without any sign of Bill or Andrew. So, I plugged 
my little box of eggs into the wall (in front of the hall director's door, I found out later!) 
and waited. 
And waited. 
After an hour and half of misconception and confusion, I finally met Bill and An­
drew, on their way back to Morris. And there Andrew exclaimed, laughingly, "Will you just 
stand still?! 
I made them come smell a white lilac bush, and then we walked back to Sammy 
Morris together. And over the course of this walk, and the march up to Bill's room, and 
through the whole process of setting up the incubator and readying the DVD player for 
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Ghostbusters I, we recalled the events of the lest time wandering, literally, all over cam­
pus looking for each other, and laughed at the final phone call I made from Morris to Eng­
lish, where we had been respectively been waiting stubbornly for the other to just go 
borne. 
So Bill goose-egg-sat for the night, I went home to English, hoping that Bill 
would not perform any cruel joke with them in the meantime, yet knowing that I had 
probably already poached them myself. I had asked if anyone had a thermometer and 
Sparks, Bill's roommate, did; we used it to find the temperature of the incubator's inte­
rior. It read ID4.B degrees, but that was bEfarEthe thermometer beeped, so it was higher 
than that. I don't know what the word would be for a mother killing her children, but that's 
what I had done. I was a bad mom. 
The next day, Saturday, I plugged the incubator in outside of Nussbaum by my­
self. It was only nine o'clock, yet I had already been through a severe PA scolding, a run 
to Sammy to get my eggs back, and had phoned and e-mailed Christina and every biology 
prof there was evidence of in the Taylor system, with absolutely no responses. I also had 
a Pick-a-Date in an hour, and would have to unplug them then. 
The time came. Just before we left the Taylor campus, I made a mad dash from 
The Space Cowboy" to the side of the Nussbaum building where my babies nestled in 
their box, fried. Though there was little time for reverence, I knelt for a second and 
sighed for my loss and theirs. Sorry, kids. Unplug them I did, with a gesture as sacred as 
a tissue to the eye at a funeral. 
When I got back to Taylor later that day, I got ahold of Christina, and we found a 
biology prof who helped us by providing a spot in the Nussbaum incubators. The prof ap­
plauded our efforts, but said that the likelihood that the baby geese were still alive inside 
the eggs was 'well, not good.' In the very early morning, sometime in the next few days, 
the prof decided that the eggs were realistically beyond saving, and he "put them back in 
nature" himself. I never got to see the eggs again, but that was okay. They knew that I had 
done my best. 
Even though this story ends on a sad note, I still like to think that, when I finally 
give out on this earth and my soul joins the ranks of saints in Heaven praising God for 
eternity, I'll have time to stop by the Animal Kingdom. And there, among all the good crea­
tures that have ever lived on earth, I will find a small group of angelic geese, with their 
not-so-anal-now mother behind them. And they will all say to me, in honks more beautiful 
than any earthly sound, "Thanks, Beth, for trying." 
!•••! 
Wesley English 
Our Post Modern Age 
Water cascading down 
stairs-
I step outside to escape 
the outdoors 
• I 
James S. Spiegel 
Do you know why the camel 
is my favorite mammal? 
Because he's strong as an ass 
and his name rhymes with his class. 
DerBk Shiels 
Daily 
Everyday it lies, patiently 
Closed, like an untapped oil field 
Abundant as the sea 
Hungry, tired, weak 
The day has wasted away 
Today saw no peak 
Then before the day's farewell 
My eyes pass over it 
Peacefully it sounds a bell 
From its resting-place 
I pick it up, wiping away the dust 
Upon opening I see his face 
It hits me down deep 
Here lies the joy, the strength 
A treasure I can keep 
Food for everyday of the week 
Daily, I reach the peak 
IMHBI 
Jamie Vinson 
In the Full 
A saxophone wails into the empty street, dirty and deserted save for a boy 
huddling against a brick wall. As the street musician starts in on "Amazing Grace," the 
hoy gets up and begins walking, old newspapers and other trash dancing around his an­
kles. Soon he comes to a street where yellow light spills out from windowed apartments 
and happy families can be seen through open curtains, laughing and eating together. The 
hoy sighs, continues on and now is in a phone booth, dialing, nervous, staring out at a dad 
piggybacking his little girl across the street. "Hello," comes the voice at the Dther end. 
"Hi, Mom," the boy says shyly, "it's me..." 
The name of the phone company responsible for bringing families together 
through their collect calls flashes up on the screen, and I reach for the Kleenex box. I 
wipe my teary eyes on my sweatshirt sleeve but not fast enough. "You're crying?" my 
sister asks incredulously from the other side of the couch, "you're crying over a tele­
phone commercial?!" 
I've always had faucets for eyeballs, my body is somehow wired to transfer any 
and every overflow emotion into tears and more tears. I am a self-confessed crybaby, 
embarrassingly touched by sappy commercials and drivers-ed videos, easily hurt by the 
wrong in this world. As if I could lessen another's pain I cry for Russian babies who have 
no one to hold them and New Orleans project children who have no one to teach them. 
Having no adeguate words, I cry as sunsets color the sky, at lakes that stretch to the 
horizon, at starry skies that you can almost touch. 
My trail of tears began with scraped knees on the playground and little Susan 
who wouldn't share her doll, wound around petty girl squabbles, hurt feelings and 
"Friends are Friends Forever" at end of the year goodbyes, and, I have to admit, got me 
out of trouble more than once. 
One such time, my tearful antics not only freed me from any punishment, but 
also doubled as the weapon by which I single-handedly defeated the fearsome Ms. Bronk-
horst. Ms. Bronkhorst was large and in-charge. From her Nike tennis shoes and nylon-
encased tree trunk legs to her halo of frizzy gray hair, the sight of her struck terror into 
even grown men and women, not to mention little second grade girls. One day as my 
classmates and I sat diligently at our workbooks, Ms. Bronkhorst appeared, looming in the 
doorway. "Who is responsible for the finger hole in the stairwell plaster?" she boomed. 
We sat quaking and silent as she shook her meaty finger around the room. "I said," her 
voice got even louder, "who was the one who stuck their finger through the plaster 
patch?" We glanced wide-eyed at each other and collectively all began our denials, "It 
wasn't me...I don't know...not me..." I was the loudest protester of all. I was also the guilty 
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party. But the lie only lasted about five seconds before my conscience poked my eyelids 
and I broke down in, of course, a flood of tears. I put my head down on my desk and 
sobbed and sobbed and sobbed. I felt a heavy hand on my shoulder and fearfully peered 
up, cringing at the wrath to come. But it didn't come. The hand awkwardly patted me 
twice and, wonder of wonders, Ms. Bronkhorst began to stutter and mutter. "Ah...there, 
there...um, alright children..." Completely unsure of how to handle this hysterical little 
pigtailed creature, she blubbered a little longer and hastily retreated out of the room. I 
had been saved; my tears had served me well. 
It has been said that crying cleanses the soul, the floodgates break and all is 
washed away. Tears give outlet to the whole scope of inexpressible emotions that make 
up life. And life is such a bittersweet, terribly beautiful thing that at times all one can do 
is cry. 
Dr laugh. 
There is a fine line between laughing and crying, crying and laughing-two sides 
of the same coin. Sometimes you laugh because otherwise you will cry. Sometimes you 
laugh through the tears. Sometimes you laugh so hard you cry. So while I am very much 
a crier, I am also very much a laugher. And a laugher with a very distinct laugh. 
"Hit the deck!" the kids used to yell when I would start to giggle. They would 
spray imaginary machine gun fire around the room and make their imaginary machine 
gun noises, imitating my cackle. In those tender junior high years I used to hate the 
choppy laugh that would explode out of me; I would fight to keep it down. But a laugh is a 
wild thing that can't be restrained. Try it and the suppressed giggles choke you, you start 
to shake and it's no use. So, eventually I just came to the point where I could laugh at my 
laugh, and I filed the "hit the deck" story away with the other trials-of-adolescence sto­
ries that now make good icebreakers. 
"A good laugh does wonders for the soul," my grandma would say, wiping her 
ayes after a bellyaching chuckle over one of grandpa's jokes or the grandkids' antics. 
"People don't laugh enough these days, just too busy." She'd shake her head and cluck a 
little and be off with another story, a mini-sermon and always, always laugh. And I would 
perch on the stool and lick the batter and laugh along with her, even when I didn't know 
why. My grandpa likes to tell about how grandma died laughing—her heart gave out while 
she was watching her favorite British comedy on public television. "She was hootin' away 
like only she can do," he told me with a sad little smile. 
Grandma taught me that it is the self-absorbed that go through life too seri­
ously. Her laughter sprang from a love of people that delighted in all their quirks, frail­
ties and individuality. A woman who forgot to take her curlers out, a child with mis­
matched socks, the mailman running away from her precious little terrier-all would 
start her giggling like a schoolgirl. "She was beautiful when she laughed," Grandpa would 
say, the big brown photo album open on his lap. Laughing makes you beautiful. Grandma 
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taught  me.  
At Grandma's  funEral I  prayed that  my life would be as  ful l  as  hers,  that  my 
days would be measured out  and running over with both sacred tears  and holy laughter .  
For l iving ful ly means both crying and laughing,  long and hard and often.  
Suz Johnson 
Snug 
IIHMSI 
Brendan Lee 
A Bit of Supper 
The cat fond squelched in the plastic bowl at the tnp Df the stairs, viscous and 
brown. The cat had been missing for weeks now, yes, and was by now most likely dead. 
Still, it wouldn't do to have the cat come pattering in, thin and hungry, and find nothing for 
its supper, would it? No. It was a good cat, and deserved better. Even if it was dead. 
Which it probably was. 
The man sighed, and tucked the sharp lid carefully into the can. He tossed it 
lightly into the trash. 
There. Better. 
And now, to the toilet! And then, what? 
A shave? 
The man rubbed his prickly chin. "Quite a forest we've got growing there!" he 
said, because he always said this after rubbing his prickly chin. Yes, a shave was defi­
nitely in order. 
Toilet first, though. 
He shuffled over to the bathroom. 
Was the toilet still clogged? He rather thought it was. He jiggled the handle. 
Yes. Pity. He'd have to use the toilet in the basement. 
Then again... 
The sink and shaving cream and razor were here. Right here, where any fool 
could see them. He could shave first, yes? Could he, in fact, hold his water? Use the 
toilet later, perhaps? 
He rather supposed he could. 
The man ran the tap; the water steamed tantalizingly. He bent, very slowly, 
dipping his face in the water up to his nose. Heavenly; heavenly. 
And then the cream, and then the razor. It was a very very good razor - he'd 
gotten it off the TV, from the Australian who invented wonderful things and told you to buy 
them. Six blades, it had - six! Saved time in the long run. Lots of time. 
The man smiled. It may have been the only sensible thing he'd purchased in his 
entire life. 
Scrape, scrape, scrape. 
And then, done! Smooth as a baby's whatnot. 
My, but he bad to use the toilet. Now. Badly. 
Back to the kitchen then! Back to the kitchen and down the stairs to the toilet. 
Back to the kitchen, past the bowl, and down the stairs. No, not into the bowl. No, not into 
the bowl, with its slippery food. Not into the bowl, with its slippery food that coated the 
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foot and madE navigating the stairs a very very tricky business. Not down the stairs, and 
falling, flailing, ow no ouch thump nw aw, thump twist swivel DW thud SNAP. 
And then silence, breathing. 
And then silence, not breathing. 
And then a very thin and hungry cat, gliding silently through a pet deer, padding 
softly down a flight ef stairs, sniffing a very guiet man. 
And then softly, very softly, beginning to nibble on a cold and ashen toe. 
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